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Truth Can Be 
Stranger Than Fiction 

8:59 am: 

9:48 am: 

10:17am: 

11:34 am: 

The Dean is panicked. The weather report calls for 105° on the first day of summer school. 

NO PROBLEM: Based on your improved Preventive Maintenance schedules, you're confident 
the HVAC systems will handle the heavy load. 

Housing is frenzied. They need a new dorm built ASAP to meet increased student enrollment. 

NO PROBLEM: You show them how to better utilize existing space to accommodate the 
fast growing student body. 

The President wants his house renovated before Alumni Weekend. 

NO PROBLEM: In an afternoon you can organize the work, line up the right labor, secure 
materials from inventory, and order the new furniture. And you can easily share 
the information with your in-house financial system. 

The Controller is having a fit over the total costs for contracted maintenance. 

NO PROBLEM: You can point to the first-ever reduction in total contracted maintenance 
costs - you used the right contractors for the right jobs. 

Finallj·! A clay where you can quick!~· and conlldenlly 
respond to complaints with ideas and infor mation that 

count. Fiction? It doesn't have to be. lake these con

versations a reality with FM Enterprise from AssetWorks. 

A comprehensh·e solution for professionals like you 

who want to more effectively use your physical assets -

people, facilities, space, equ ipment and materials. 

I lelp your organiu1tion be more prolltable - achie,·e 

measurable resulL',, do more "ilh less, and still prmicle 

high qu~lit:y ~crvicc to your customers. 

Turn fiction into reality with FM Enterprise.™ 

Visit us at www.assetworks.com 

AssetWorks, Inc., formerly known as AEC Data Systems. Inc. 0 1-AsserWom, K. S.AntoNO illQI 
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From the Edit or 

Steve Glazner 

0 
ur last issue focusing on 

space planning and manage

ment was in April 1996. 

Articles included Gail Biddison and 

Tom Hier's discussion of performance 

and productivity, Ira Fink's belief that 

space counting is not s pace manage

ment, Michel de jocas' guidelines for 

selecting the right space planning 

software, and two articles by Brenda 
Albright on accountability and results 

and communicating your space needs 
to your administration and others. 

We were pleased with the expertise 

provided by our excellent autho rs. 
Space planning was, and remains, 

an extremely popular and important 

topic to which educational faci lities 

professionals s hould stay abreast. For 

this issue of Facilities Manage ,; we 
have assembled another impressive 

ensemble of authors who are experts 

in their fields and have something 

new to tell us about space planning 

and management. 

Gail Biddison and Tom Hier return 

to discuss ways to generate revenue 

from existing and new campus space, 
and they include a look at housing 

and classrooms as examples. 

Ira Fink also returns in this issue 

and provides not only an excellent 
his tory of space plann ing in higher 

educalion, but also a proposal that 
we've been calculating space needs 

based on the wrong criteria all a long. 
Part 2 of his article will appear in the 

January/February issue. 
Harvey Kaiser and Eva Klein have 

worked on many facilities and space 

planning projects both individually and 
together. Here they offer a summary of 

recent trends within the context of sev

eral states' initiatives. Dan Paulien 

discusses the changing campus class

room and how space management 

needs to adapt to increased computer 

use and technology. 

Scott Shader and Antony Vaughn 

describe several of the University of 

Missouri's Internet-based innovations 

fo r storing, maintaining, and updat

ing drawings of buildings and o ther 

campus space, as well as communi
cating to the building occupants any 

changes that are being made. Beth 

Worth ington s hares her concept of 

place-making as a meaningful compo

nent of space planning. Finally, we 

are pleased to include an article by 
Sharon Morioka on the popular and 

comprehensive space planning work

shop offered by the Society for 

College and University Planning. 

Space planning and management 

continues to be a tricky subject for 

facilities managers. Becoming more 

educated on the current trends, con

cepts, and opinions is critical for 

keeping up with this ever-sh ifti ng fa
cil ities management responsibility. In 

addition to the authors and articles 

listed above, APPA's Faci li ties Manage
ment manual provides a good 

introduction and overview to space 
planning and management. The 

twice yearly Institute for Facilities 
Management also addresses the topic 

as part of the core curriculum on 
plann ing, design, and cons truction. 

Search for more information on 
APPANet at http://www.appa.org. i 
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APPA Mourns the Loss of 
Long-Time Supporter 

Lee Newman 

A
PPAis 
saddend 
to an

nounce the death 
ofLee ewman 

from Ceramic 
Cooling Tower. 

Lee died October 
15 from a mas-
sive heart attack. 

Lee was a long-time supporter of 
APPA, exhibiting at the international 

conference for more than 25 years. 

He was well-known among the mem
bers of APPA and actively supported 
both the international and regional 

associations. 

APPA Ne-w-s 

ln 1995, Lee ewman was present
ed the President's Award by then
President Charlie Jenkins for his faith

ful support of both APPA and CAPPA 
annual meetings. 

Memorial services were held on 

Tuesday, October 20 in Ft. Worth, 
Texas. Condolences should be sent LO: 

Joan ewman, 4308 Tamworth, Ft. 
Worth, TX 761 16. 

APPANet Woes 

A
s many Internet users already 
know, APPA's Internet services 

experienced problems begin
ning in September due to hardware 
difficulties. Staff e-mail is up and run

ning. and the website is online; 
however, we are still continuing LO 

work on fully restoring all services as 

quickly as possible. While APPA mail
ing lists still remain offiine, members 
should remember to make use of their 

regionally-hosted mailing lists as on
line resources. Information on 

subscribing to your chapter's listserv 
is available at http://www.appa.org/ 
links/l is ts.htm. 

Also, should you need assistance or 
materials, do not hesistate LO contact 
the APPA headquarters by e-mail , 

phone, or fax . Any materials you may 
need can be reque.'ited through APPAs 
fax-on-demand service by dialing 

800-701-UFAX (select the first option 
to receive a current listing of available 
documents). We apologize for any 

inconvenience caused by this service 
in terruption, and we thank you for 

your patience! 

Gilsulate· 500~ 
Thermal Insulation and 
Protection System for 
Underground Pipes Operating 
at 35° F to 80t1' F 

■ District Heating & Cooling 
■ Cogeneration 
■ Retrofit 
■ Hydrophobic 
■ Load Bearing 
■ Computerized Heat Tran sf er 

Calculations and Design Reviews 
■ Engineered Drawings 
For complete material and design 
assistance contact: 

American Thermal Products, Inc. 
3371 Bonita Beach Road 
Bonita Springs, FL 34134 
800-833-3881 



For over 88 years, American Building Maintenance 
Company has provided high-quality contract maintenance 
services-without the high cost or the liability you would 
have if workers were employed by the campus. 

We've learned our clients' real needs. Studied dozens of 
ways to save them money. Analyzed costs, productivity and 
quality levels so well that our clients can save as much as 
15% over in-house programs. Without sacrificing quality. 

You'll find that our proposals are detailed, accurate, 
and meet the unique demands of your campus. Building 
maintenance is all we do-and we've learned to do it very 
well indeed. More and more institutions are finding that 
an "operating partnership" with ABM Janitorial Services 

for contract custodial, engineering services and grounds care 
are exactly what they need to operate with today's tight 
maintenance budgets. 

Call today: 415-733-4000, Extension 4048. 
- Or write: Robert Ramirez, Vice President, 

ABM College and University Program. It's time. 

ft Robert Ramirez, Vice President 
College & University Program 
American Building Maintenance Co. 
160 Pacific Avenue, Suite 222 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

ABM Fax 415-733-5126 • e-mail: rramirez@abm.com 
Website: www.abm.com 

AMERICAN BUILDING 
MAINTENANCE CO a subsidiary of l!l!M Industries Incorporated 



It's Been Fun ! 

A
PPA staff and members bid 
adieu in September to Tma 
Myers, who has left her role as 

APPA's director or member services to 

spend quality time with newly-arrived 
daughter Sarah Ann. Tma had been with 
APPA for 81h years, during which she 
was active in many APPA initiatives and 
was instrumental in getting APPA's office 
networked. Starting as office manager 
and moving on to hold the positions of 
director of administrative services and 
director of member services, Tma was 

also staff liaison to the ERAPPA region 
and the K-12 Task Force. 

Although filling Tmas shoes will be 
difficult, the lengthy process of inter
viewing and hiring a new director of 
member services has begun. In the 
meantime, all questions regarding mem
ber services should be directed to 
Maxine Mauldin, member services 
manager. She can be reached by 
e-mailing mmauldin@appa.org. 

Hot Off die Presses 

The second edition of Custodial 
Staffing Guidelines for Ed11cation
al Facilities is now available to 

help you assess the right mix of custodi
al services for your facil ities. This 
thoroughly revised and expanded edi
tion of the original Custodial Staffing 
Guidelines is designed to help you gain 
control of your needs by organizing 
them into five succinctly defi ned "levels 
of cleanliness.fl 
Custodial Staffing Guidelines covers: 
• Data from comparable facilities takes 

the guesswork out of determining the 
right custodial mix. 

• Helpful space inventory information 
shows you how to determine appro
priate staffing based on facilities 
square footage. 

• Case studies illustrating how princi
ples are put into practice-see what 
works and what doesn't! 

• Information on how and when con
tTacting can be used to meet your 
custodial needs. 

• Fi11d out where your institution is on 
the cleanliness scale, and find out 

where you should be and how to get 
there. 

• Learn how to train and manage your 
custodial team for optimum results. 

• Learn what you should be paying for 
custodial services and how to back 
up your budget with data. 

• Take advantage of cyclical changes in 
your staffing requirements to utilize 
your budget and Lin,e effectively. 
Meeting your institutions custodial 

needs is a difficult challenge. Make sure 
you have the right tools to get the job 
done. Order your copy today! Copies 
are available from APPA for $75 mem
be.rs/$95 nonmembers. To order contact 
APPA at 703-684-1446 ext. 235, or 
obtain an order form from APPA's [ax

on-demand service at 800-701-UFAX, 
document no. 44. 

StrategicaJly Planning on 
APPANet 

0 
ne of the highlights of Facilities 
Manager magazines 1997 year 
was James and Susan Coles 

six-part Strategically Planning series, 

which emphasized the issues that im
pact facilities organizations and creative 
means of resolving those issues. ow 
the articles have been compiled and 

published on APPANet as an useful 
resource for members. VISit 
www.appa.org and click on the Book
store icon. James is a 1996 recipient of 
APPA's Presidents Award for assisting 
the A PPA Board of Directors in the de
velopment of its strategic plan. James 
Cole is the principal consultant to man

agement, and Susan Cole is president, 
of Comm Tech Transformations, lnc., 
based in Fort Collins, Colorado. 

Early Bird Registrations 

T he next Institute ror Facilities 
Management will be heldJanuary 
17-22, 1999 in scenic, snowy 

Reno, Nevada. The September Institute 
sold out in record time so don't delay! 
Course, faculty, hotel, and registration 
information are now available on 
APPANet Click on the Education icon 
and follow links to the institute. Register 
before December 18 and save $100! i. 

THE J . PAUL GETTY TRUST, a private operating foundation dedicated to the 
visual arts & humanities, has the following position available: 

MANAGER, CUSTODIAL SERVICES 
Directs & coordinates custodial services provided to the Getty Center, in addition to 
the Getty Villa in Malibu and other off-site locations. Maintains quality control over 
services provided and resolves staff problems. Develops & manages departmental 
operating and capital budgets. Develops, Implements & ensures compliance with 
custodial policies, procedures and standards of quality. Assists in developing & 
ensuring compliance with safety, security and emergency response procedures 
encountered in the maintenance of the Getty buildings and equipment. Selects, 
negotiates contracts with and directs specialized custodial contractors as needed. 
May help develop equipment and facility usage plans for special events. 

Undergraduate degree in Management or Business Administration or an equivalent 
combination of education and experience required. 5-7 years experience in custodial 
management directing a large custodial workforce in a service-related organization 
required. Requires thorough understanding of custodial tasks and responsibilities, 
including infection control procedures, custodial materials & chemicals, and an 
understanding of federal and state regulations regarding proper use and disposal of 
custodial chemicals. Must be diplomatic and have excellent interpersonal skills. 
Excellent written & verbal communication skills; strong supervisory 
skills; strong organizat10nal and problem-soMng skills required. 

We offer a competitive compensation & benefits package commensu
rate with your skills and experience. For consideration, submit resume 
& salary history to: THE J. PAUL GETTY TRUST, Attn: Human 
Resources JF/ MCS, 1200 Getty Center Drive, Suite 400, Los 
Angeles, CA 90049-1681. Equal Opportunity Employer (NO PHONE 
CAU.S PLEASE). 

THE J. PAUL 

GrnY 
TRUST 
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Executive Summary 

Since my appoimmentas 
APPA'.s Executive Vice President, I 

have shared my views on our future 
and my reflections on this past year's 
accomplishments and the coming 
year's opportunities. ow, I will 
ch ronicle the meaningful strategic 
alliances APPA'.s Board of Directors 
has formally embraced with several 
associations, organizations, and 
agencies. These strategic alliances 
have been established for the long
term benefit of the membership. By 
forging ahead with each of these 
strategic alliances, we are poised to: 
a) provide depth and breadth to the 
profession's four core competencies 
(1. General Administration & 
Finance; 2. Operations & 
Maintenance; 3. Planning, Design, & 
Construction; and 4. Energy & Util i
ties); b) improve the facilities 
management profession as an indus
try; c) further leverage our scarce 
resources; and d) increase our under
standing and appreciation of the 
critical factors influencing both high
er education and the profession. 
These factors include: information 
technology, resource scarcity, public 
scrutiny and accountability, govern
mental intervention, and 
environmental deterioration. 

The Professional Grounds Man
agement Society (PGMS) can be 
bookmarked as our first alliance part
ner. This is an extremely important 
relationship to build since grounds 
maintenance is reflective of a major 
responsibility area under tbe Opera
tions & Maintenance core 
competency. We signed a formal 

La11der Medlin is APPA's exemtive 
vice preside11t. She am be contacted 
at lander@appa.org. 

Launching Alliances 
by E. Lander Medlin 

agreement in the spring of 1997 
(which was described in that year's 
May/June issue of Faci l ities Manag

er). The alliance agreement outlines 
our mission to cooperatively work 
together to improve the quality or 
landscaping and grounds design, 
maintenance, and operations 
performed by member professionals. 
Our goals are broad sweeping and 
reinforce our commitment to: 1) con
tinue communication at the national 
level and fos ter these channels of 
communication at the regional and 
local level; 2) promote the use or 
sound environmental and ethical 
practices; and 3) collaborate and co
operate in outreach programs to 
increase awareness and further recog
nize grounds management, 
specifically, and the facilities manage
ment profession, in general. 

Regarding this relationship, John 
Gillan , my counterpart and executive 
director of PGMS, stated , "Though 
we have worked together on an in
formal basis for several years, the 
partnering agreement between our 
two organizations has definitely gal
vanized our thinking and activity 
toward benefiting our two member
ships." What does this alliance mean 
for you? As grounds management is 
considered a core management re
sponsibility for most facili ties 
managers, member rates are provided 
for any and all PGMS publications, 
programs, and services, which are 
many, varied, and highly profession
al. Other areas of opportunity focus 
on educational programs at both the 
annual meeting and several regional 
meetings. We are incorporating their 
facil itators in our Speakers' 
Bureau/PETS program (partnerships 
in education training series); plus 
work has begun on the development 

of a Grounds Staffing Guidelines 
publication. This is measurable 
progress. 

Our next strategic alliance partner, 
signed in the fall of 1997, is the Con
s truction Specifications Institute 
(CSI). CSI provides a wealth of tech
nical infonnation in building design 
and construction through a well
known uniform system of organizing 
construCLion specifications and infor
mation. We are committed to 
cooperatively work together to ad
vance the technology and quality of 
building construction and manage
ment in orth America. It is in this 
vein that we fleshed out the follow
ing goals: 1) to foster a s trong, 
continuing alliance to better serve 
the construction and facilities man
agement community; 2) to provide a 
rich and clear exchange of informa
tion; 3) to leverage our respective 
strengths to develop unique 
programs, programs, and services; 4) 
to provide each of our members with 
quick and economical access to each 
others' products and services; and 5) 
to build a strong bond of trust 
between and among these two com
munities of professionals. 

Noble as these goals sound, much 
has already been accomplished to 
forge a strong partnership with CSL 
We have already engaged in exchang
ing speakers to deliver sessions at our 
respective annual meetings; new 
products and services are offered ei
ther free or at corresponding member 
discount prices in our publications 
catalog and on the Internet; CSI 
speakers have agreed to be part of our 
Speakers' Bureau/PETS program and 
are already teaching electives at our 
newly redesigned Institute for Facili
ties Management. We envision ample 
opportunities for the development of 
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joint publications and educational 
programs Lhat would mutually benefit 
boLh organizations' members, espe
cially since Lhis area of responsibility 
also reflects one of the four core com
petencies of Lhe faci lities management 
profession (Planning, Design & Con
struction). CS! was featured in our 
1998 March/April issue of Facilities 
Manager focused on planning, design, 
and construction and will be so again 
this coming year. They have much LO 
offer within their detailed specifica
tions manuals tilled Manu-Spec, 
Spec-Data, Unifonnat, etc. 

We have invested much time and 
energy in an alliance with the 
Department of Energy's Rebuild 
America Program (DOE/RBA) and it 
is serving to be an invaluable rela
Lionship. As you may recall , we 
agreed to work together to establish a 
program to provide educational 
workshops and other tools LO aid ed
ucational institutions in addressing 
two critical and costly facilities 
issues: deferred maintenance and en
ergy expenditures. APPA and 
DOE/RBA initiated a series of activi
ties called Lhe Opportunity 
Assessment LO help the nation's 
schools understand the new options 
available to them. Those options 
consist and are design ed to: 1) take 
advantage of deregulation by helping 
institutions negotiate for the lowest 
possible rates; 2) help institutions 
reduce consumption through retro
fiLS, upgrades, and accurate 
monitoring; and, 3) show 
institutions how to turn these cost 
savings into funding for deferred 
maintenance and capital renewal. 

We have moved beyond this ini
tial , onetime contractual effort to an 
alliance that outlines our desire to 
work together to: 1) continue LO en
courage energy efficient, cost 
effective educational facilities; 2) aid 
in the reduction of the multi-billion
dollar backlog of accumulated 
deferred maintenance and facilities 
renewal and replacement needs on 
our college and university campuses; 

3) work toward the establishment of 
more energy efficient design guide
lines for renovation and new 
construction; and 4) increase Lhe 
awareness of these problems by se
nior institutional officers. 

The Association of College and 
niversity Housing Officers-Inter

national (ACUHO-1) represenLS the 
fourth s trategic alliance, which was 
formalized this summer 1998 at our 
respective annual meetings. At many 
of your ins titutions, the housing pro
fessional represents the firs t line of 
defense for building maintenance, 
operations, construction, and energy 
consumption in the residence halls 
(which more often than not is reflec
tive of one-third of the institution's 
square footage LO be maintained). We 
consider ACUHO-1 to be a s ister or
ganizaLion where a similar need 
exists for the body of knowledge resi
dent in the facilities management 
profession. lt behooves us to better 
educate and inform and, correspond
ingly be educated and informed , by 
these professionals concerning this 
major programmatic area of responsi
bility. In many cases, these 
individuals are entry level staff who 
need facilities management training 
in order to manage their buildings 
and educate students about their liv
ing environment. 

Our goals for this strategic alliance 
outline the need LO: 1) commit LO 

enhanced communication between 
the two international organizations 
and their corresponding regional and 
local chapters; 2) provide an 
exchange of information via both 
print and electronic media; 3) focus 
on the development of specific pre
conference workshops and targeted 
publica tions for the housing profes
sional; 4) provide reciprocal member 
fees and rates for our programs, 
producLS, and services; and 5) ulti
mately build a stronger relationship 
amongst and between our members, 
leaders, and institution's organiza
tions. Gary Thompson, the assistant 
director for facilities for University 

Housing at North Carolina State Uni
versity, sums up the need and desire 
for this all iance by saying: "The man
agement of our facilities to meet the 
standards and expectations of our 
resident population, our own depart
ment, and our college/university 
administra tion is a tremendous re
sponsibility. Our goal should be to 
place well-trained and prepared s taff 
in positions to best meet this chal
lenge. Taking advantage of all that 
APPA offers can be a very effective 
way to meet that goal." 

Finally, I am also pleased to report 
that a strategic alliance has been 
formed and signed as of this past an
nual meeting in Sanjose with the 
Cons truction Market Data Group 
(CMD Group), which represents a 

group of companies spanning the 
building construction industry in 
such areas as publishing in both 
print and electronic media, data and 
information collection and dissemi
nation , and construction estimation. 
In our industry, the most well-known 
of their group of companies is R.S. 
Means, which is considered "the 
source" for building construction 
and repair estimation guidelines. Al
though a for-profit entity, much of 
CMD's information, services, and 
technology wi ll be considered shared 
resources made available for the ask
ing. As the strategic alliance 
agreement states, we s trive LO work 
jointly to improve the efficiency and 
quality of information , services, and 
technologies of our respective indus
tries. Therefore, it is mutually 
benefi cial for APPA and the CMD 
Group to enter into this s trategic al
liance. Our relationship grew out of a 
desire to posiLively impact the way 
construction and facilities managers 
do business. We have much to offer 
each o ther and both firmly believe 
the overriding, overarching goal is LO 

improve the facilities profession. 
Specifically, our mission is to align 

our organizations to advance the in
formation , services, and technologies 
of the construcLion and facilities 
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management industries to better 
meet the needs of our stakeholders. 
Our goals encompass: 1) the devel
opment of a rich and clear exchange 
of information regarding construc
tion and facilities management 
processes and practices, the requisite 
skills and experiences of our organi
zations; 2) the economical access to 
existing products, services and pro
grams, thereby leveraging our skills 
and resources to provide better infor
mation and services to better serve 
our stakeholders; and 3) to create a 
strong alliance that capitalizes on 
and promotes existing and emerging 
technologies that serve the construc
tion and facilities management 
industries. We are already exchang
ing industry news and editorial 
content in our corresponding publi
cations, providing discounted 
services, offering pre-conference 
workshops and educational 

programs, and establishing a task 
force to jointly develop technical 
trades staffing and costing guidelines. 
CMD Group presently offers a free 
print copy of Architects First Source 
(a product selection and specification 
solution) to all APPA members (to 
obtain your copy, just call 800-395-
1988). Details concerni ng CMD 
Express, an online construction pro
ject information tool can be found by 
exploring our hyperlink between 
APPAs website and that of the CMD 
Group. 

I have merely highlighted the mis
s ion and goals for each strategic 
alliance and touched on some of the 
measurable progress made by each of 
these alliances. For additional details 
concerning the specific objectives 
and initiatives for each of these 
strategic all iance agreements, please 
visit APPAs website. I wi ll update 

you as other formalized partnership 
agreements unfold. 

It is my desire to keep you better 
informed about the alliances and 

parmerships APPA is engaged for 
your mutual benefit and interest. It is 
also my hope that as you become 
more aware of these relationships, 
you will take advantage of what each 
has to offer and engage me or any 
APPA staff member in a dialogue 
about how we can better serve your 
needs through these relationships. 

Frankly, by forging such alliances, 
we have the opportunity to create 
real synergy: where the whole 
becomes greater than the sum of its 
parts. It is through this synergy with 
the various members of the facilities 
management profession that we will 
indeed make a difference throughout 
the educational facilities community 
well into the 21st century. i 

THEY HAD A WORLD CLASS ARCHITECT, 

A GLORIOUS PHYSICAL SITE, DOZENS Of CONTRACTORS, 
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Focus 

Out in the community, in 
both business and government, the 
folks who make things happen, those 
who set trends and are not satisfied 
with maintaining the status quo, are 
called movers and shakers. I'm not 
sure where the term originated, but it 
seems obvious that those who qualify 
to be called such are people on the 
"move" who are willing to "shake" 
things up in order to accomplish 
needed initiatives or changes. A 

mover is one that sets something in 
motion such as a plan, a good idea, a 
concept, or a project. A shaker is one 
that incites, promotes, or directs ac
tion. Movers and shakers are good in 
both areas. 

The opposite of these movers and 
shakers might be referred to as 
"loafers and quakers" (The term 
"quakers" refers LO the tremulous vari
ety, not the religious kind.) This 
group is made up of individuals that 
rarely accomplish much of lasting 
value because they are not willing to 
lead out for fear of fai lure, or they are 
too lazy, or they just don't care. They 
are merely caretakers of their respon
sibility. 

Robert Byrne has said, "There are 
two kinds of people, those who fin ish 
what they start and so on .... " Movers 
and shakers obviously stay more fo
cused. In the workplace, however, 
there are two types of people: 
• Those who follow trends and those 

who set them. 
• Those who say "no" and those who 

ask "how." 

Val Peterson is director of facilities 

ma11agemer1t at Arizona State 

University, Tempe, Ari_z011a, a11d a 

past APPA Presider1t. He ca11 be 

readied at valpeterso11@asu.edu. 

Mar1agement 

Movers and Shakers 
by H. Val Peterson 

• Those who focus on problems and 
those who envision possibilities. 

• Those who make mistakes and 
those who learn from them. 

• Those who fu: blame and those who 
fu: problems. 

• Those who fear change and those 
who thrive on it. 

• Those who tear down and those 
who build up. 

• Those who quit at the end of the 
day and those who never stop. 

• Those who make it up as they go 
and those who know where they're 
headed. 

• Those who roll wi th the punches 
and those who deliver the punch. 

• Those who s trive and those who 
achieve. 

Which type are you? 
There are movers and shakers in 

the field of facilities management too. 
You have, no doubt, met some of 
them. Perhaps you are one. These 
movers and shakers are the ones who 
set things in motion and make things 
happen. They lead out with new and 
innovative ways of getting the job 
done. They are not bound by conven
tion and they look for better ways for 

doing old tasks. They embrace tech
nology and use it extensively within 
an organization. They move beyond 
customer service into what has been 
called customer astonishment. 

Facilities management movers and 
shakers don't just complain about de
ferred maintenance problems, they 
find the means to get them funded . 
They burst the shackles of sluggish 
institutional bureaucracy, restrictive 
governing board policies and prohibi
tive state laws and get them changed. 
They don't shrug their shoulders and 
wring their hands over employee 
salaries that are not competitive, but 
find creative ways LO increase them. 
They don't make excuses for poor per
formance and lack of service because 
of inadequate operating budgets, but 
rather find ways LO get the job done 
anyway. They don't tell customers "we 
don't do that," but find the 
wherewithal to respond to customer 
needs. Sometimes leaders stage revo
lutions to get the job done. 

Jerry Garcia of The Grateful Dead 
once said, "Somebody has to do some
thing, and it's jus r incredibly pathetic 
that it has to be us." If you and your 
own facil ities management organiza
tion want to be known as an 
organization of movers and shakers, it 
can happen, but to do so means it has 
to be us-you and your team. You 
can't wait for someone else or for 
some other unit or department to do 
it- it has to be us. If you want to be 
known for leading out, for raising the 
bar, for setting the ben chmark, for 
doing things right, and for doing the 
right things, then you must be willing 
to do some moving and some shak
ing. And there are always plenty of 
things LO work on. 

So how about it? Are you willing to 
be a mover and a shaker? i 



By Harvey H. Kaiser and Eva Klein 

S pace standards are a ubiquitous and often misunder
stood component of space planning and management. 
Recent initiatives to review space standards in current 

use by statewide coordinating agencies for public higher edu
cation offer insights into the concept of standards for space 
planning and management. One of those initiatives was a 

study conducted in 1997 by the authors of this article for the 
University of North Carolina (UNC) General Administration. 
This national survey of space standards was an element in the 

development of capital budget process guidelines for the 16 
UNC constituent institutions. The survey was extremely in
formative about use (and misuse) and understandings (and 

misunderstandings) of space standards. 

This article incorporates data, findings, and conclusions 
developed for the UNC study, along wi th our other recent ex

periences in higher education. 

Harvey Kaiser is president of Harvey H. Kaiser & 
Associates, Syracuse, ew Yori:. Eva Klein is pr-esident of 
Eva KleiH & Associates, Ltd., Gr-eat Falls, VfrginiCI. The 
authors acknowledge tl,e use of tl,e material pr-q,ar-ed for

the University of Nord, Camlina Gener-al Administration 

under the dir-ection of Jeffrey R. Davies, associate vice 
president for- finance, in the development of this article. 

Increasing Interest in Space Standards 
The subject of space planning and utilization standards is 

receiving increasing ·attention in higher education as a tool for 

improving capital planning, budgeting, and management. 
Several states are in the process of reviewing space planning 

and util ization s tandards. Some systems recently have con
ducted extensive internal o r consultant studies. 

There are several sources of impetus for this heightened 
interest. Generally, much of it derives from increasing 

demands for accountability. ln some cases, the direct focus is 
the introduction of more rigorous tests of capital budget re
quests to statewide coordinating agencies, prior to submission 
to sources responsible for authorizing capi tal appropriations. 

Another factor is legis lative concern about requests for new 
construction and the recent trend to encourage increased 
space utilization and/or major repair and rehabilitation, as 
alLernatives to new construction . In some states, outdated 
space standards that have received little or no application in 
recent years are being reexamined to respond to legislators' 
interest. Finally, in some states, recognition of tl1e impact of 
technology is driving renewed interest in space standards, 

particularly for classrooms, class labs, and libraries. 

Defining Space Standards 
One finding in the UNC survey was the varied interpreta

tion of the term space standards. To some states, the 
procedures that include certain space and utilization criteria 



used for the completion of an inventory of facilities suffice for 
standards. In other states, standards are specific planning cri
teria to be used solely in the preparation of capital budget 
project requests. Elsewhere, there are two companion policies 
that distinguish between space planning standards and space 
programming standards. 

Even the titles of space standards documents suggest the 
variety of guidelines in use. They use such varied and seem
ingly interchangeable phrases as: key guidelines for space 
management, program standards, space planning standards, 
space utilization planning criteria, space generation 
procedures, quanti tative space analysis, space projections 
methodology, facilities standards and guidelines, facilities 
qualification and prioritization process, and many others. 

Space standards policy documents range from one or a few 
pages of space and utilization criteria to documents of more 
tl1an 50 pages that explain the 
background, use, and detailed 
design guideline criteria for all 
HEGIS (Higher Education Gen
eral Information Survey) room 
use codes. Some documents 
separate space planning criteria 
from program design standards. 

Use of HEGIS Room Use 
Codes or Other 
Categorizations 

HEGIS room use codes define 
categories of space. Therefore, 
in some policy documents, 
space allowances are defined for 
HEGIS rooms use codes, such 
as 110 classrooms, or 310 of
fices. 

ln some state policies, the HEGIS categories are further dis
aggregated into sub-categories to rcllect distinctions for levels 
of programs (undergraduate, masters/professional, and doc
torate) , intensity of use (high, medium, or low), and FTE 
students, as an economy of scale factor. In such policies, 
there would be a series of space allowances within the 110 
classroom code that differ for levels or programs. 

ln contrast, some states aggregate several HEG LS codes to 
create broader categories, such as "teaching space" or 
"ins tructional space." For example, in the Texas model men
tioned below, several HEG IS codes-110 classrooms, 210 
class laboratories, 220 special laboratories, 230 self-study lab
oratories, physical education (500s) and assembly (600s)
are combined together into a measure called "teaching space" 
and accorded a base allowance of 45 ASF, which then is modi
fied for two more intensive categories of programs. 

Categories of Space Standards in Use 
The purposes of space standards can be threefold, ranging 

from macro to micro pla nning: 

• Strategic and capital budget planning 
• Utilization reviews of existing space 
• Design programming for new construction or renovation 

The most understandable and usable are those policies in 
which the guidelines distinguish between space planning 
standards for strategic and capital budget planning and space 
programming standards for facilities programming. Space uti
lization standards are intended to measure the efficiency of 
existing space use for classrooms and class laboratories. For 
these two categories (HEGIS 110 classrooms and HEGIS 210 
class laboratories), the utilization s tandards are incorporated 
with planning standards, in projections of space needs. 

Space Planning Standards 
Space planning standards (or guidelines) are criteria, usual

ly expressed as an assignable square feet (ASF) allowance, 
used fo r analysis of campus 
capital needs. The point is to 
compare existing space to hy
pothetical projections of space 
required, based on ilie stan
dards. Comparisons of actual 
to predicted space, by facility 
type, result in calculated sur
pluses or deficits, and usually 
are applied as a factor in ilie 
evaluation of a campus capital 
budget request. Reliable calcu
lations can only be done if the 
system or institution maintains 
a detailed and current space 
inventory. For 110 classrooms 
and 210 class laboratories, uti
lization standards must be 
used with the planning stan

dards, to predict space and calculate surpluses/deficits. 
The level of detail can vary in these standards. For exam

ple, the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board 
(THECB) Space Projection Model is designed as a tool to assess 
net E&G space, as an aggregated category. Standards in use in 
New York (CUNY and SUNY), Tennessee, and South Carolina 
are more detailed examples of space criteria for room types, 
but that also are applied to calculate surpluses/deficits as mea
sures of overall campus facilities needs. Models often are 
designed to include only E&G space types because, in most 
states, taxpayer- supported funding often is limited largely to 
E&G facilities. The categories most typically covered by poli
cies on planning s tandards are: 
• Instructional/teaching (classrooms and class labs) 
• Offices 
• Library/Study Space 
• Research 
• Support space 



Space Utilization Standards 
Space utilization standards for classrooms and classroom 

measure laboratories the number or hours per week a room is 
in use (weekly room use hours) and the average percentage or 
seats occupied during any given hour (student station occupan
cy ratio). 

Utilization standards, sometimes referred to as productivity 
factors, are calculated to assess how effectively 110 or 210 
instructional space is being used. This productivity measure 
may be called a "room utilization rate" (RUR). The formula , 
shown below, compares "actual use" (expressed in actual Stu
dent Clock/Contact Hours) to "potentia l use" (with potential 
Student Clock/Contact Hours expressed as a combination of 
the number of sLUdent stations, the weekly room hours, and 
the station occupancy rate): 

RUR= Total Weekly Student Contact Hours 

# of Student Stations x Weekly Room Hours x Station 

Occupancy Rate 

Use of a Space Factor in Planning 
The two space utilization factors, combined with the ASF 

allowance of the planning standard, creates a "space factor," 
which then is multiplied by the SLUdent Clock Hours or in
struction to generate campus predkted space. 

Space Factor #1 = Assignable Square Feet per Student Station 

Average Weekly Room Hours x Station Occupancy Rate 

Space Factor #2 = Assignable Square Feet 

Weekly Student Contact Hours X Station Occupancy Rate 

Space Factor 13 = Assignable Square Feet per Student Station 

Student Clock Hours 

For example, Space Factor #l is calculated and then multi
plied by the Student Clock Hours of Instruction, to generate a 
predicted/needed square footage of classroom or class labora

tory space. 

Space Programming Standards 
Space programming standards, sometimes called design 

standards or design guidelines, are quite specific planning for
mulas by which one designs the exact sizes of individual 
rooms usually in the context of capital project planning. The 
completeness of detail on room sizes, characteristics, and 
equipment form a set of programming standards that can be 
applied directly in the design of a faci lity. Programming stan
dards in use in New York (SUNY) and the California (UC and 
CSU) are in formats separate from those systems' planning 
standards and are administered by different staffs. 

An inappropriate application would be use or the plan
ning/utilization standards as a programming standard. For 
example, a system may establish an ASF station size of 16 
ASF for purposes of overall planning for the quantity of 
campus classrooms. However, it would be inappropriate to 
apply this s tandard as a programming s tandard, to specify 
that each classroom should be built to exactly 16 ASF per 
student s tation. 

In thei r varied applications, planning standards suggest 
considerable flexibi lity because they are one factor in support
ing capital budgeting, while programming standards are 
intentionally more rigid, because they are used to actually 
plan a building project. 

Common Aspects of Space 
Standards 
Common Industry Sources 

Throughout higher education, a few standard indus try 
sources are the bas is or genesis of observed space standards. 
Most commonly, governing agencies and/or university 
systems adopted or adapted space standards are based on: 
• H.D. Bareither's and j.L. Schillinger's University and Space 

Planning (1968) 
• Higlier Education Facilities Planning and Management Manu

als, published by WlCHE (1971) 
• Space Planning Guidelines for Institutions of Higher Educa

tion, (1985) published by CEFPI. 
Planning for s tudy facilities (libraries) typically is based 

on Standards for College Libraries, published by the Associa
tion of Research Libraries (1986). Consistency for space 
inventory data collection is found in general use of the Post
secondary Education Faciliti es Classification and Inventory 
Manual (1992), published by the National Center for Educa
tion Statis tics. 

Common Units of Measurement 
To quantify user volume, student and faculty/staff full-time 

equivalents (FTEs, FTSEs, FTEFs, and FTENs) or Student 
Clock Hours or Contact Hours (SCH) are the most consistent 
basis or measurement and expression for space standards. 
However, there are differences in the way governing agencies 
and university systems establish enrollment and employee 
counts including: 
• Method of definition of full-lime equivalent enrollments 

(by number or credit hours) 
• Enrollment time period (fall semester, annual 

average, etc.) 
• Inclus ion or exclusion of non-E&G-funded courses 

(off-campus, continuing education, etc.) 
• Period or day (daytime versus evening) 
• Definitions of FTE faculty/staff and categories of 

postdoctoral, fellows, etc. 
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• Levels of instruction (Lower Division, Upper Divis ion, 
Graduate I, Graduate 11) 

• Classification of instructional programs by disciplines or 

complexity of use 
For other elements, standard units of measure used 

include: 
• Stations (classrooms or labs) 
• Weekly room hours (WRH) and room occupancy ratios 

(ROR) or Station Occupancy Ratios (SO R) for u tilization 
measures 

• Library volumes 

• Stacks 
• Reading stations 

Variations in Space Standards and Uses 
Variations in approaches to the development and applica

tion of space standards are explained, in pan , by traditional 
system practices for review and approval of capital budget 

requests. More important factors are the level of demand for 
capital funding, avai lability of funds for capital expendi tures, 
and competition for funds. 

Those states with substantial capital expendj1ure experi

ence (e.g., New York, California, Ohio, and Texas), or those 
states anticipating large enrollment growths (e.g., Virginia, 
Florida, and Georgia), place a higher emphasis on space stan

dards as a component of their capi tal budget review process. 
Their approaches to space guidelines incorporate techniques 
to assis t in the evaluation of capital budget requests. These 

techniques include the use of variables to differentia te 
hetween space needs based on: 
• Institutional si.ze (by enrollments) 
• Upper and lower divisions (e.g., undergraduate l and 2, 

graduate l and 2) 

• Program complexity, and 
• Carnegie classifications. 

A trend that is developing among various state facilities 
o ffices, like Texas, limit guidelines to only E&G space, while 
others have established standards 10 cover the entire lis t of 

HEGIS room use categories. In some cases, standards are 
available for reference but are not essential components of the 
capital budget review process. This, for example, had been the 

case in North Carolina, as the Board of Governors had not 
previously used the standards in capital budget preparation. 
Current reviews in several states are directed towards 

alternatives for data collection and analysis that \vill affect the 
content and use of their standards for capital review 

purposes. 

Sample Means and Ranges for a Sample of 
State Systems 

Table l presents highlights of planning standard policies 
from the survey that was done for UNC. 

Flexible Interpretation of Standards 
Typically, policy documents urge flexibility in appl ication of 

space standards. This flexibility in application of standards is 
illustrated by introductions to guideline documents for capital 
planning and programming of several statewide agencies. For 

example: 
• The Maryland Department of State Planning states that 

"These guidelines are to be used as an aid in identifying the 
types and amounts of 11011-residential faciliti es that may be 
required by a campus to meet its f uture needs." 

• The California Postsecondary Commission defines space 
and utilization standards in broader terms as "fonnulas used 
by planners and policy-makers at the State, central office, and 

campus levels to detennine the sizes of various types of facil i
ties, and the number of hours per weeli that classrooms a nd 

teaching laboratories are expected to be in use." 
• The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board stresses 

its flexibility with the sta tement that "This model does not 

Table 1: Summary of ASF Ranges and Means for Selected HEGIS Room Codes from Survey Conducted for UNC 

Code Description Range Mean 

110 Classroom 14 to 22 16.6 
210 Class Laboratory* 15 to 244 75.7 

310 Office Space*• 125 to 190 143 

410 Study Facilities/Reading Room••• 25% of FTE Students at 

25 ASF per FTE Student 
420/430 Study Facilities/Stack and Ooen Stack 0.025 to 0.15 0.078 

Notes: *Many policies vary lab ASF allowances by discipline. 

·•All FTE faculty, staff, and student employees, may or may not include conference and support space 

**•Reading space is a typical standard, not a mean. 

Source: Other States Survey, Eva Klein & Associates, Ltd. and Harvey H. Kaiser, Fall 1997 



paint an absolute, black and while picture 0 11 facilities. ll pro
vides a fair evalualion of £lie many shades of gray among the 

state'.s diverse institutions." 
• The Virginia Council on Higher Education guidelines intro

duces considerations of impacts of technologies with the 
caveat that "guidelines-will not always fit each institutions 
individual situation of all the possibilities of technology." 
Careful interpretation of these guidelines by a statewide 

coordinating agency allows subjective factors to enter into the 
final analysis or capi tal project requests. For example, in New 

York (CUNY and SU Y) and South Carolina all three purpos
es (planning, utilization, and programming) are served and 
applied in the priori tization of capital budget requests. In 

comparison, Maryland, Cali fornia, Texas, and Virginia stress 
the flexibility in the use of criteria for capital budgeting that is 
limited to educational and gener-
al facil ities. 

A conclusion from the U C 
survey is that standards should 

be: 
• considered as flexible guide

lines 
• used as a minimum expecta

tion, not a "hurdle rate" 
• not applied LO the design or 

specific facilities 

• used as guidelines in estimat
ing whether sufficient space 
has been provided 

• intended as guidelines more 
than as absolute standards 

Facility Condition as a 
Factor 

Space standards used for plan-
ning and/or u tilization analysis omit treatment of the 
condition of facilities as a component of the capital planning 
and space management process. A broad interpretation of 
"condition" includes two parts-the literal physical condition 

of a space and the suitability o r functionality of the space for a 
designated activity. The lack of a qualitative "condition factor" 
is a limitation in space planning standards , which are purely 

quantitative. Thus, they do not directly address questions of 
the suitability o r space to meet assigned functions and utiliza
tion targets due to physical deterioration, obsolescence, 
environmental conditions, or inappropriateness. Nor do typi
cal quantitative space standards address technology and 
telecommunications requirements. 

Supplementary criteria to the surplus/defici t calculations in 
the capital budget prioritization process appear in the UC Sys
tem, SUNY, and Texas capital budget models that use 
conditions as a component of analysis. While this approach to 

introducing criteria for condition is useful in the evaluation of 
an individual project, it is impossible to introduce condition 

factors directly into surplus/deficit calculations, as they are 
quantitative. Other approaches are required. 

A frequently avai lable source for facilities condition is data 
collected in some systems/governing agencies space invento
ries based on an HEGIS taxonomy of six factors that range 

from "satisfactory" to "termination." Designed to establish a 
comparative level of conditions, this methodology is weak

ened by the cursory nature of inspections and lack of 
consistent condition inspection guidelines. A beuer alterna
tive is a facilities condition assessment that identifies facilities 

deficiencies based on a consis tently applied methodology, and 
conducted by appropriate professional personnel. Several 
systems/governing agencies requi re regular one-to-three year 

cycles of inspections and submission of results as part of capi
tal budget requests. In North Carolina, for example, the s tate 

requires inspections of all state 
agency facilities, including UNC 

campuses, in three-year cycles. 
The North Carolina Office of 
State Construction conducts 

these Facility Condition Assess
ment Program reviews. 

Emerging Standards for 
Technology Facilities 

The survey conducted for 
UNC did no t focus specifically 
on newly developing standards 

for technology-intensive instruc
tional space. In fact, that 
research revealed the fact that 

very few systems or states have 
yet developed establis hed models 
or s tandards for new kinds of 
technology-able ins tructional 

space. This is a new area of endeavor, however, in which a 
number of institutions have created new configurations that 
may lead to new conceplllal s tandards. This discussion of 

technology-intensive classrooms is based on recent, informal 
research on facilities at the University of Missouri-St. Louis, 
Rensselaer Polytechnic lnstitute,Johns Hopkins University, 
the Sage Colleges, and Syracuse University, among others. 

Various uses of technologies include introduction of laptop 
computers or Internet connections into the traditional class

room/lecture hall setting, creation of new classroom/class lab 
configurations, open access computer labs, and d istance 
Leaming transmining and receiving facilities. Each configura
tion has special requirements for individual student stations 
and support spaces and services, in addition to lighting, venti
lation, and communi.cations media. There is , at present, no 
"standard" for these special requirements, nor for the ASF 
allowances that should be planned. 

Consequently, there are two concerns about the impact of 
technologies on planning and programming standards. First, 



good models are needed for both building new facilities and 
modifications to existing classroom square footage. Second, 
there is an emerging question of classification of these kinds 
of rooms-either as new forms of 110 space with diITerent 
space allowances than has been typical in the past, or as 
210/220/230 space with space allowances geared to "laborato
ry" configurations. 

A sample of recent infonnal expe
rience in examining these new 
kinds of teaching space is presented 
in Table 2. 

Summary 
Lessons learned from the national 

survey of public higher education 
systems in 1997 and consulting en
gagements include the following 
points: 

Three types of s tandards-space 
planning standards, space utilization 
standards, and space programming 
-are applied for appropriate (and 
differem) purposes. 
• Space planning standards are 

guidelines for assessing or pro
jecting currem and future needs 
based on specific assumptions of 
program, enrollmem, employment, and/or research growth 
during a given planning period. Usually expressed as an 
ASF allowance, planning criteria permit an analysis to de
velop predicted space needs for each category of space. 
These figures, in tum, are used in comparison with inven
LOried space statistics, LO calculate hypothetical ASF 
surpluses or deficits of in the selected categories. For 110 

classrooms and 210 class laboratories, the space planning 
standard is used with the two space utilization standard 
factors, often combined into a space factor, to predict need
ed space and compare it with actual. 

• Space utilization standards are guidelines for comparative 
analysis of the efficiency or productivi ty of space use. Uti-

lization standards for classrooms 
and class laboratories measure the 
number of hours per week a room 
is in use (weekly room use hours) 
and the average percemage of seats 
occupied during any given hour 
(student station occupancy percem
age). As noted above, the 
utilization standard is used in con
junction with the planning standard 
to assess adequacy of current space 
or proj ect future needs. 
• Space programming (or design) 

sta ndards are adopted criteria 
used as architectural planning or 
cost estimation guides. 
Space standards are useful in 

planning and assessment and de
sign. However, differences in 
institutional mission, program di

versity, or specific strategic plans should be considered in 
conjunction with standards. Also, space standards are quanti
tative tools and cannot incorporate measures for qualitative 
factors of space condition-physical condition or original sys
tems, adequacy, and appropriateness or functionality-also 
must be considered in evaluations of capital needs, but usual
ly will have to be done in a separate methodology. i. 

Table 2: Examples of ASF Allowances for Technology-Intensive Space 

Function Room Use Room Use Code 
Type Area(ASF) 

Traditional Teaching Space Classroom 18-28 110 
Lecture Hall 18-25 110 

Collaborative/Seminar 20-28 110 
Computer - Instructional Classrooms/Class labs 35-45 220 
Distance Learninc Classroom/studio Varies 110 
Studio/Laboratory Classroom/studio 35-50 220 
Support Space Open Laboratorv Service Varies 225 

Media oroduction Varies 530 
Media Production Service Varies 535 
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D 
emands for greater efficienc)' and cost controls on the 
pan of higher education, escalating for years, have 
now reached the level of the United States Congress. 

Reacting to the fact that tuition costs have increased three 

times faster than inOation ( the price of auending a four-year 
public institution increased 234 percent in the last 15 years, 
while median household incomes increased only 82 percent), 

both the I-louse and the Senate th is summer passed legislation 
directed at forcing colleges and universities to exercise greater 
financial accountability and control. 

One of the largest assets on any college or university bal
ance sheet is its facilities. All told , higher education owns and 
operates more than 4 billion square feet of space which have a 
replacement value of more than $500 billion. This substantial 

asset also represents significant costs-to paraphrase the old 
adage that "time is money," space is money. So clearly, given 
the size of the facilities ponfolio, efficiencies in this area are 
one of the keys to institutional cost savings. 

One thing is certain: significant change is not optional. If 
higher education doesn't take aggressive action on its own to 

control costs, controls wi ll be imposed upon it. But in the fa
cilities arena, what kinds of initiatives are most likely to yield 

major, meaningful efficiencies and cost savings that can be 
measured at the institutional bouom line? What do you need 
to do to achieve them? 

For the purpose of finding ways to wring dollars out of 

campus space, it is useful to divide campus space into two 
categories, non-revenue generating and revenue generating. 

Gail Biddison a11d Tom Hier are principals of Biddiso11 
Hier, Ltd., Ma11ageme11t Co11sulta11ts to Higl,er Education, 

Wasl1i11gto11, D.C. 

Non-revenue space has no direct source of revenue to support 
its operation. Classroom facilities are one example. Funds to 

maintain and operate classrooms typically come from tuition 
or other general revenue sources. Revenue-generating spaces, 

as the term suggests, are associated with identifiable revenue 
streams. A good example is campus housing, paid for by 

room fees. 
This article uses these two types of space to illustrate the 

potential cost savings that can result from good space man

agement practices. 

Classrooms 

The Background 
While classrooms typically represent a small ponion of 

total campus square footage, operational costs are substantial. 

Often functioning as 24-hour spaces, classrooms place a high 
demand on utilities and require daily maintenance. 

Perhaps the most s ignificant threat from a cost s tandpoint 

is the in troduction of technology into the classroom. Very 
simply, technology eats money. It is expensive to purchase 
and even more costly to support and maintain. On many cam

puses, the "classroom technology plan" has consisted of little 
more than finding ways to wire buildings for access to the 
Internet, sporadically installing computing workstations at 
instructor podia, and cobbling together funds to purchase 

computers for a few computer labs scattered across campus. 
Equipment standardization, a hierarchical plan for d istribut
ing technology around campus, and technical support and 
training are more often a hoped-for glimmer in the eye of an 
information officer than a reality. This ad hoc approach to 
classrooms leads to the frustration of many; more importantly, 
it can be expensive and consumes resources inefficiently. 



The Politics 
The "poli tics of space" is another 

complicating factor. At some institu
tions, classrooms are among the most 

contentious real estate on campus. 
"Owners" of classroom space are 

many, and the incentives and desires 
to share are few. Reminiscent of 
kindergarten, favori te words of those 

who control classrooms are often 
"mine" and "no." This leads to highly 
underutilized spaces, inequitable dis

tribution of classroom technology 
resources, and ultimately higher than 
necessary capital and operating costs 
for ins tructional space. 

The Cost Impact 
So what is the cost impact? To un

derstand this, a shift in thinking may 
be helpful. The tendency is Lo think of 
classrooms as "free goods"- they're 

just there. Widely accessible, part of 
the basic infrastructure of running a 

university, and paid for, so why worry 

about the cost? But, of course, they're 
not free. Classrooms consume 

resources (people, dollars, technology) 
just as any other physical investment 

on campus. With this frame of refer
ence-classrooms as one claimant on 
an institution's scarce resource.s---the 

importance of understanding the cost 

impact becomes clearer. 
Measuring the cost of classrooms is 

a tricky business, and an evolving 

field in the world of higher education 
management. Classrooms do not pro

duce revenues that can be measured, 
so the focus must be on the cost 
side-that is, finding ways to reduce 

the cost of space. This leads indirectly 
to assessing the productivity of class

room space, since productivity 
improvements ultimately result in 
lower cos ts per square foo t. 

Measuring Classroom 
Productivity 

One standard way to measure class
room productivi ty is to look at room 
utilization, the percentage of time a 

classroom is occupied in a representa
tive week. While there is no definitive 

room utilization standard, convention
al wisdom suggests that utilization 

targets of 66 percent or better are rea
sonable. (That is, on average, an 

institution's classroom should be occu
pied 30 to 33 hours in a norn,al 45 to 

50 hour week.) 

Classroom utilization analysis is an 
emerging discipline, and there is not 

yet a wide body of empirical utiliza

tion statistics. Our research , however, 
has turned up utilization rates as low 

as 20 percent; utilization greater than 
50 percent has been rare. ( Public in
s titutions are often held more s trictly 
to utilization standards than private 

ins titutions and, as a group, tend 10 

have better utilization.) 
The cost of poor uti lization is sub

s tantial, as an example illus trates. A 
campus that schedules roughly 4,000 
hours of course time (between l ,300 

and l,800 courses) in an average 
week and wi th an average room uti
lization of 45 percent will require a 

minimum of 237 rooms to accommo

date all of its courses. At 60 percent 
uti lization, the number of rooms re

quired is 178. The dillerence-almost 
60 rooms-is substantial in cost sav

ings and potential benefits to the 
institution. 

Cost Savings and Benefits 
Cost savings are realized in two 

ways: 

• First, if the institution were con
templating the construction of 
new classroom space, greater uti

lization of existing space would 
reduce or obviate the new for new 
construction. 

Savings: are the costs associated 

with new construction. Sixty 
rooms at an average of 600 
square feet per room is 36,000 
square feet of classroom space. 
At a conservative cost of $120 
per square foot for new 
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construction, an institution saves $4.3 million or its 
resources for other uses. 

• Second, if the institution had no additional needs for class
room space, it could declare these 60 rooms as "excess 
space" that could be dedicated to other uses. 

Savings: as above, the cost of constructing new space 
is reduced (in this case, for other parts of the campus 
that are the beneficiaries or the excess classroom 
space). Additionally, while operating costs are not nec
essarily reduced (as long as the space is kept in 

service), they can be reallocated to other campus bud
gets, in sync with space reallocation, so that 
responsibility for operating overhead is better matched 
to the consumers of space. To do otherwise distorts 
the true cost of campus operations. In this example, if 
operating costs were $7 per square foot, classrooms 
would bear an annual burden of $252,000 for space 

that it did not really require. 
Table 1 summarizes the potential cost savings that attend 

reductions in the classroom inventory. 

The Power of Objective Quantitative Data 
Examples like the one in Table 1, although admittedly sim

plified, not only illustrate the potential for wringing cost 
savings out of classrooms, they yield quantitative, objective 
data that provide a real picture or costs associated with policy 
decisions. ln the example, the campus debate is i11stantly re
framed . Instead of adhering to the common wisdom that 
"students don't like early morning classes and faculty won't 
teach on Friday," campus administrators must ask the ques
tion, "ls a 45 percent room utilization really okay when we 
can pick up 36,000 square feet of space for other uses jus t by 
scheduling courses a bit more intensively in less popular 

Table 1 

times?" In short, this approach to classrooms permits the in

stitution to make informed choices about resource allocation, 
and can lead to significant cost savings over time. 

Revenue Space- Housing 

The Background 
In the arena of cost savings, student housing stands out for 

three reasons: 1) its connection to the mission of the institu
tion makes it more than just a "bottom line" to be improved, 
2) it is potentially both a huge asset and a significant liability, 
and 3) it offers the potential for significant operational cost 
savi ngs and efficiencies. 

Link with mission. While a significant producer of 
revenues, housing is often closely linked to the educational 
mission of the university. Accordingly, maximizing revenues 
and minimizing costs is usually not a primary goal for a hous
ing system. 

Asset and liability. Much housing was constructed in the 
1960s and 1970s and as such, for a number or years has been 
generating substantial revenues. It has been tempting for 
many institutions to divert some portion these revenues to 
other university needs in times of budget crunches, and many 
have done so. This has resulted in either underfunding or no 
funding at all of reserves to perform ongoing maintenance 
and repairs on the housing stock. The result or this practice is 
tha t many housing facilities are in deplorable condition, as 
run-down as some inner city neighborhoods. 

This lack of attention to housing maintenance in the past 
has turned this asset into a liability Repair costs for deferred 
maintenance alone for a 3,000-bed system can easily reach 
$50 million and higher. And before too long, these 

Savings from Increased Room Utilization 

ROOM CLASSROOM 
UTILIZATION INVENTORY BENEFITS FROM INCREASING ROOM UTILIZATION 

Reduction in 
No of Reduction In Sq. Value of New Conslruction Operaring Cost 

Rooms Square Feel Rooms Saved Fl. Avoided Buurden 

45% 237 142,200 

50% 213 127,800 24 14,400 $1 .7 million $100,00 

55% 194 116,400 43 25.800 $3.1 million $180.000 

60% 178 106,800 59 35,400 $4.3 million $250,000 

Assumptions Room Utilization Defined 

Nimber of classroom hours to be accommodated:4,000 The percentage of time a classroom is used in a representative week. 

Average square feet per classroom: 600 

Average cost of new construction: $120 

Operating cost per square feet $7 
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invesonents will have to be made, if only to stave off the sub
stantial liability issues that are associated with crumbling and 
unsafe housing. This will impose substantial new debt bur
dens and, ultimately rent increases, on the housing system. 

Operating efficiencies. The advent of private sector student 
housing providers (in both development and management) 
has forced institutions to look more carefully at their own 
means of creating and managing student housing. In the 
process, opportunities for reducing operating costs, improv
ing customer service and generating new ancillary sources of 
revenues are being uncovered on campuses. While this work 
is only beginning, early signs are hopeful that with equal at
tention to the business and 
program sides of the housing 
equation, operational efficien
cies should be realizable 
without great sacrifices to the 
mission aspect of housing. 

Options for Savings 
Cost savings in the housing 

area may be viewed from two 
perspectives, active and passive. 
The active ways have received 
considerable auention in the 
last several years, and have re
ceived a boost from the entry of 
the private sector into the stu
dent housing market. 

Active Cost Saving 
Measures 

Developers have been build
ing market-style housing in 
nearby neighborhoods off-cam
pus for years; only in the last 
three to five have they been ac
tively seeking to enter into 
partnerships with universities to build on-campus housing. 
While the focus has heretofore been on new housing, discus
sions are now beginning between developers and universities 
about ways to involve the private sector in the renovation of 
existing housing, a much more difficult and complex issue. 
Unlike bookstores and food service faci lities where relatively 
small capital invesnnents will suffice, the capital investments 
in housing can be substantial and would require many years 
to amortize. 

Another relatively new "active" housing area where univer
sities seek cost savings, or efficiencies, is in the area of 
housing management. The University of Pennsylvania last 
year awarded the management of not only its housing, but all 
campus facilities, to Trammel Crow. George Mason University 
in Northern Virginia has entered into its second three-year 
housing management contract with Century Management. 

Passive Cost Saving Measures 
The second avenue for cost savings is in what may be 

called "passive" areas. These are less obvious, but yield cost 
savings equally as dramatic. 

There has been an assumption, often implicit or subliminal, 
that housing reinvesonent carried with it the need to make 
major changes to the configuration of housing, i.e., to gut and 
reconfigure old-fashioned "donns" as suites or apartments. 
Having performed market research with thousands of college 
students, we find some interesting counters to this assumption. 

We have found that the primary determinant of housing 
"mix" is the composition of on-campus s tudent populations. 

For example, a small , private 
residential college with the goal 
to house all freshmen, 50 per
cent of sophomores, and 20 to 
30 percent each of juniors and 
seniors should have double bed
rooms, singles, suites, and 
perhaps apartments. A large, 
public institution with the goal 
of housing 90 to 95 percent of 
freshmen, 25 percent of sopho
mores, and very small 
percentages of juniors and 
seniors would be adequately 
served with a very high propor
tion of dormitory-style 
buildings. 

Also, administrators and staff 
often are more negative about 
the double bedrooms and com
munity bathrooms than are 
students, particularly freshmen. 
After freshman year, tolerance 
for this type of living typically 
drops off dramatically, but fresh

man typically both tolerate it and like the collegiality it 
engenders. 

These findi ngs and trends bode well for reaping passive cost 
savings from student housing. Rather than engaging in costly, 
wholesale reconfiguration from dorms to suites and 
apartments that is a trend today, campuses can reduce the 
amount of investment required by bener understanding stu
dent interests in and tolerances for different unit 
configurations-including dormitories--and tailoring their 
renovation programs accordingly. The savings that can be re
alized by avoiding major reconfiguration can be substantial. 

A compelling s tatistic is that moderate reconfiguration (ad
dition of common space, more community baths, etc.) can be 
expected to result in the loss of about one-third of the original 
beds in a residence hall, while more substantial reconfigura
tion to create suites or apartments results in the loss of half or 
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even more of the original bed count. 
Since every bed lost represents lost 

revenue as well as the potential for 
new capital invesanent to create re

placement housing, the differential 
financial impact between moderate 
and substantial reconfiguration can be 

eye-opening. A simple example illus
trates the point. 

• A dormitory-style residence hall 
with 200 beds that is moderately 
reconfigured would end up with 132 
beds; if substantially reconfigured to 

suites/apartments, the resulting bed 
count would be 100 or fewer beds, a 

dilTerential of 32 beds. 
• Lost revenue: At a per bed room rate 

of $2,500 per year, the incremental 
revenue loss associated with sub
stantial reconfiguration is $80,000. 

If the renovation is to be debt 
financed, the amount of debt the 

project can support is reduced by 
about $1.2 million. If only moderate 
reconfiguration were undertaken 

and the 32 beds preserved, the $1.2 

mUlion could fund a number of 

amenities that would substantially 
increase the appeal of the residence 
hall. 

• Replacement cost: Assuming the in

stitution wanted to maintain the 
same overa ll bed count after all ren

ovations, the cost of replacing the 
additional 32 beds lost after 

substantial reconfiguration, conser
vatively estimated at $30,000 per 
bed, would be about $1 million, or 
about $70,000 in annual debt ser

vice. The incremental revenue drop 
from the loss of 32 beds has 

reduced the ability to support debt 

for the renovation project; at the 
same time, the replacement of 32 

additional beds has increased the 
amount of debt service that needs 
to be funded in new construction, 

resulting in a double hit to the pro
ject and the housing system. 

Realizing Cost Savings: 
Implications for 
Managers 

As we noted earlier, change (and 
significant change) is no longer op

tional for higher education. The 
combination of the threat of govern
ment intervemion and regulation, the 

pressures of the commercial market
place, and student demographics, to 
name just a few, are all drivers of this 

change. The need to realize cost sav
ings is one significant aspect of this 
change. 

Another significant change is in 

university organizational structures, 
with newly created positions for 
"executive vice presidents" and 
"chief operating officers," and new 

offices of "university services" being 
among the most observable develop
ments. The creation of these offices 

signals the recognition that the uni
versities which will thrive in the 21st 
century are those that accept the 
proposition that university adminis
trators must move from a "caretaker" 
to a "manager" mentality: Uncovering 
innovative methods for measuring 



and controlling costs will be an im

portant part of this new management 
philosophy. 

This philosophy could bring with it 

new management models that may 
require fewer staff in middle manage
ment, but a staff with higher skill 

levels and more entrepreneurial spirits 
who will he more highly compensat
ed. Those with an entrepreneurial 

bent will be in a position to make sub
stantial contributions in "wringing 
dollars" to achieve cost savings that 

will make thei r institutions viable. 
For enterprising facilities managers, 

two factors will be paramount in em

powering them to generate cost 
savings and elTect changes in space 
management--quantitaLive data and a 
champion for cha nge. 

Quantitative Data 
As the classroom example demon

strated, quantitative data, coupled 

with compelling analysis, is critical to 
shaping campus debate about issues 
of space management and ownership. 
It is the key to obtaining senior 

level/decision maker anention to an 
issue and getting the decision to make 

a change. The provost of one of the 
premier educational institutions in the 
country was prepared to make a major 

decision affecting space allocation "by 
fiat ," if necessary, because the data 
presented about space utilization was 
"so compelling." 

A Champion for Change 
Every space management issue that 

involves substantial policy modifica
tions to reap cost savings requires at 
least one champion, and ideally more 
than one. If no one "owns" the issue, 
then it is likely to die. Someone needs 
to be the keeper of the name-manag
ing the data collection and analysis, 

assembling the right parties to devel
op consensus, and generally 
coordinating the effort for change. lt 

is also helpful to have an institutional 
champion who either has the ear of 
senior decision makers , or is one, and 
who can ultimately bring the issue up 
for resolution. i. 
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C
lassrooms are the most studied and measured type of 
space on a college campus. Many states and governing 
boards have utilization criteria for classrooms and 

most also have a target figure for the amount of space per stu
dent needed in a classroom. 

Classroom use is the criterion most often scrutinized by 
legislative or executive branch officials. Many of them are sur
prised that colleges and universities conclude reasonable 
classroom use is often around 30 hours per week and are of 
the opinion that classrooms should be used at least 40 hours 
per week. The complexities of the scheduling process at col
leges and universities, and the fact that rooms are scheduled 
on an hour by hour basis, is often lost on those individuals 
who feel colleges and universities should have higher class
room utilization. 

At research universities, classrooms usually make up less 
than 10 percent of the educational and general space available 
(even after housing and other auxiliary spaces, student 
unions and athletic faci lities have been removed from consid
eration). At community colleges, classrooms might comprise 
25 percent of the space. 

When l was coordinator of facilities planning and research 
for the Colorado Commission on Higher Education in the 
early 1970s, classroom analysis was the most cut and dried of 
the different facilities planning analyses we djd_ Classrooms 

Dan Paulien is president of Paulien & Associates, lnc., 

Denver, Colorado. 

by Daniel H. Paulien 

were expected to be used 30 hours per week, 60 percent of 
the seats were expected to be occupied (the Commission sub
sequently raised that utilization criterion to 67 percent of the 
seats occupied) when courses are scheduled. A figure of 15 
square feet per student station, as an overall average, was 
viewed as adequate and no deviations were expected. 

Today, 15 square feet is usually not nearly enough as an 
overall campus average for classroom needs. Significant 
changes have happened in the way classrooms are furmshed 
and how they are used. 

In the 1960s and 1970s, almost all classrooms were 
furn ished with tablet armchairs. Many of the buildings built 
in the 1950s and 1960s had these tablet armchairs fixed to the 
floor so that the seating would be in straight rows and 

students would find it easy to get to their seats. Exceptions to 
tablet armchairs were rare. Classrooms for accounting were 
outfitted with tables and chairs. Most other programs in busi
ness were expected to use tablet armchairs. Some senior 
courses and graduate courses were held in seminar rooms 
where students met around a single table. Large lecture halls 
had fixed auditorium seating, with small folding tablets at
tached, essentially producing tablet armchairs for the 
auditoriums. In some cases, studen ts were issued a clipboard 
for those rooms where there were no tablet armchairs. 

Business programs were one of the first to break from the 
mold. They wanted case rooms where students had a table in 
front of them and the chairs were either loose or swing out 
attached chairs. Most of these rooms were set up with raked 



seating and they were designed so that the instructor could 

get close to the first row or students. Most case rooms took 
more space than the standard tablet armchair classroom. 

When I taught communication classes in the old Wisconsin 

State University ystem in the late l 960s, I always had groups 
of students select a topic and then present it as one of their 

class assignments. This meant five o r six students had 10 take 
their tablet armchai rs to the front of the room, tum them 

around, and then the one who was presenting would go to the 
teachers' podium. It would have been much easier if there had 
been side chairs that the s tudents could have used for that 

purpose, but only tablet annchairs were avai lable to my de
partments. 

By the 1980s, faculty in the humanities began to question 
whether tablet ann chairs, in particular fixed tablet armchai rs , 
were the most appropriate furniture for teaching their classes. 

They now wanted s tudents to grade each others papers. There 
were occasions when groups of students within a class were 
asked to develop a group project, 

with each of them having an individ
ual piece of that project. Tablet 
armchairs were not a very effective 

way to conduct these types of activity. 
Around the same time, lecturers in 

the sciences also began to question 
whether steeply raked large auditori
ums were the most effective way for 

them to conduct large classes. Experi
ments were made wi th rooms that 
had far fewer rows and a less steep 

rake, and rooms where the seats were 
arranged in a V-shape or chevron 

shape, in many cases, with an aisle in 
the middle so the instructor could 
communicate better ,vith more of the 

students. The style of interaction, first 
popularized by Phil Donahue on his television show, had sig
nificant impact in the way academic auditoriums were 

designed. 
All of these changes were resulting in more space per stu

dent than the most efficient rectangular set-ups \vith fixed 
seating or small movable tablet armchairs that were the norm. 

The personal computer was invented in the mid- l 970s. As 

it became more widely used in higher education in the 1980s, 
the desire to have computers at every seat became an impor
tant educational component for certain types of course 
material. In the 1990s, wi th the greater use of laptop or note

book sized computers , the desire for data ports at every seat is 
a very strong trend. Having enough space for the computer, as 
well as a text book and notebook, results in the need for more 
table space per student. Students who were previously put 

22" apart, now need in some cases 30" width per student in a 
row. 

The type of class taught in a classroom was expanded to 
include lecture demonstration methods. The United States 

Military Academy at West Point has a classroom \vith a heli

copter in the room, along with tablet armchair seating. The 

United States Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs has 
classrooms with sections of rockets , so that students can have 

hands-on demonstrations of the engineering principles 
involved wi th these sophisticated engines. These items clearly 

require more space per student. Nurs ing programs, agricul
ture programs, and earth sciences programs often want to 

have demonstration materials available in the classroom, re
sulting in storage requirements. 

ow in the 1990s, the concept of active learning, with stu
dents working more intensively on their projects within the 

classroom setting, and the desire to have learner directed in
struction rather than teacher directed instruction, results in 
even more dramatic changes in the look of the classroom. In 

some instances now, it is more desirable for students to sit at 
round tables so that they can face 

each other and work directly in 
groups on their projects. 

The desire to have a lecture area 

attached to a laboratory has become 
more widespread. The University of 
Arizona, in a science building con

structed in the late 1980s, included 
such lecture areas within many of the 
undergraduate teaching labs in thei r 
Chemistry/Biological Sciences Build

ing. 
As more non-traditional adult stu

dents have become part of higher 
education, the need for furniture that 
is easier to sit in and get up from has 

become a consideration. The au thor 
has heard stories of students who 

were embarrassed by their difficulty getting in and out of 

small tablet annchairs with large desk fronts and relatively 
narrow amounts of space from the desk front to the back of 
the chair, so that they have dropped out of school rather than 

face the embarrassment of the difficulty of getting in and out 
of those chai rs. This has resulted in a number of community 
colleges moving to tally to a table and chairs concept. This, 

again, requires more space per student than the traditional 
tablet armchair. 

Other items have impacted the space per s tation. The in
creased use of multimedia has required there to be concern 

about the sight Lines from the front row to the screen, and the 
viewing angles resulting in some cases in narrower rooms 
than might have been designed without concern for the view
ing of the media materials. 

The Americans with Disabilities Act requiring an appropri
ate number of stations to be available to individuals \vith 
d isabilities has resulted in some additional space per student. 
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Those rooms that serve as computer classrooms with a full 

desktop computer at every station clearly need significantly 
more space per student; in most cases, at least double the 
amount that would have been provided for tablet armchairs. 

The use of distance learning, with transmit and receive 
classrooms, usually requires more space per student to pro
vide appropriate sight lines and viewing distances. In some 

cases, these types of rooms are fairly traditional classrooms or 
auditoriums, but in most cases they are now being set up with 
the ability to conduct active learning along with the transmis

sion. 
For those ins titutions using TV Lo reach multiple s ites, 

where the room serves as a classroom as well as a control 
room, additional space is needed for the equipment that 
punches up the d ifferent sites and operates the cameras. In 
many cases, this can now be done by the instructor using a 

touch screen. Some institutions have experimented with the 
ins tructor being in a separate small control room with even 

the on-si te class being a true distance learning experience. 
Those institutions which like that approach believe the 

instructor then is more likely to have even interaction with 
each group of students, rather than favoring those students 
who otherwise would be direcLly in the room with the 
instructor. 

Some institutions are now moving to even more high-tech 

based facilities, which are being referred to as learning envi
ronments. The University of Colorado at Boulder has a 

program known by the acronym ATLAS (Alliance for Tech

nology Leaming and Society), which is both a program that is 
bringing together high tech computer and multimedia tech

nology with programs as disparate as engineering, music, and 
theater. The technology rich learning environments will all 
required substantially more space than traditional tablet arm

chair classrooms. 
All of this results in the need for review agencies to begin 

to look at classrooms the way they have traditionally analyzed 
teaching laboratory needs. Rather than using one space factor 

for all classrooms, specific numbers are needed for each type 
of room. This is the method traditionally used for teaching 
laboratories where a laboratory for biology would be expected 

to have quite different space needs than a laboratory for aero
nautical engineering or a laboratory for auto mechanics. 

It seems that there are now at least six classroom types that 

are used regularly on many campuses: lecture hall, tablet arm
chair room, tables and chairs room, seminar room, computer 

classroom, and active learning room. 
The lecture hall remains the most space efficient, but 

whereas in the past figu res as low as 10 square feet per stu

dent station were used for lecture halls, now it is not unusual 
to have lecture hall spaces running as high as 20 square feet 

LSU SAVED A SMOOTH $4.5 
MILLION A YEAR IN ENERGY COSTS. 

LIKE To FIND How? 

HINT: TRY A FREE ENERGY SURVEY. 
The free Energy Survey for companies or institutions with a million square 
feet of space or energy bills exceeding $1,000,000 a year is the opening 
step ,n a process which can save you hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

Believe it or not, it's that simple. 

We have pioneered a method of financing energy-savings capital 
improvements out of existing budgets. 

But it is. Call for details. ~ 

~ 
CESIWay 
A Sempra Energy Solutions Company 

2500 CityWest Blvd., Ste. 1800 
Houston. TX 77042 

713-361-7 600 phone • 713-361-7 650 fax • www.cesway.com 



per student when wider spaces are 
needed, and tabletop work spaces that 
include data pons for student com

puter hook-ups. The more traditional 
lecture hall , with the fold-up tablet 
armchairs, which are still used in 
those cases where many of the uses 
may be for lectures or films or other 
presentations where a more comfort
able movie theater type environment 
is desirable, may still work at 12-15 
square feet per student. Again, the 
need for appropriate distances and 
viewing angles for multimedia and 
space for the equipment, either in 
terms of a booth or rear projection, or 
a variety of pieces of equipment that 
are direcLly accessible Lo the instructor 
in the front of the room, ,viii all add 
LO the space needed. 

The traditional tablet armchair 

room is now fairly unpopular. 

Because, in many cases, campuses 

went LO full-sized desks rather than 

the smaller paddle shaped tablet arm

chairs that were in wide use in the 

1960s and 1970s, the amount of 

space needed per tablet armchai r has 

also increased . Those governing 

boards, which had cookbook type 

criteria that allowed one to 

determine the acceptable amounts of 

space for different capacities of 

rooms, find those often not working 

because the type of furniLUre being 

bought now is larger than was antici

pated by the individuals who 

developed those criteria. Whereas in 

the past it was not unusual LO assume 

many tablet armchair rooms with as 
little as 12 square feet per student, 

now in many cases 15-18 square feet 

is the figure utilized. 

Table and chair rooms have always 

been more space intensive. Some in
sti tutions have experimented with 

narrower 18" deep tables, and in 

some cases, wi th specific room di

mensions have been able to make 

these work with as little as 18 square 

feet per sLUdent. More traditional 

planning targets for tables and chairs 

are 20-24 square feet, wi th some in

stances requiring as much as 27 

square feet per s tudent. 

the range is workable. As campuses 

move toward more use of data ports 

rather than desktop computers, these 

also will be workable at the lower 

end of the range. 

Seminar rooms usually require be

tween 20 and 22 square feet per 

s tudent with s tudents s itting at a sin

gle large table. 
Active learning rooms, with stu

dents sitting at circular, oval, 

hexagonal, or octagonal tables will 

usually require about 25 square feet 

per s tudenl. 

Computer classrooms normally 

need between 30 and 40 assignable 

square feel per student. If those 

rooms are set up with one computer 

for two students , the lower end of Continued 0 11 page 30 

The future of energy management is here! 
(and it's what you've been asking for all along.) 

E N EASCAPE• 

Announcing Enerscape™ from Silicon Energy™. 
For the first time, you have the power to 
integrate all of your existing cont rol system s, 
m eters and databases onto a single platform, 
monitor energy consumption and costs in real
t im e and execute sophisticated energy strate-
gies - a ll through your Web browser. 

Enerscape delivers what you've alw ays wanted: 

• Int egrat ion Connect all existing energy assets onto a single enterprise 
network, regardless of location, using existing data lines 

• Inform ation Monitor energy demand and building status in real-time and 
archive all data in a high-performance database 

• Analysis Understand operating efficiency from a true-cost perspective 
and generate comprehensive reports for any variable 

• Control 

• Value 

Actively manage all of your facilities and energy strategy 
from anywhere through a common interface 

Enjoy freedom, efficiency and savings by cost-effectively 
increasing your knowledge 

Whether you operate a single building, entire campus, or 
a nation-wide network of facilities, Silicon Energy lets you 
put the power of information into action. For more infor
mation on Silicon Energy products and services, call 877-
749-940 0 or visit www.siliconenergy.com 



K-12 and higher education institutions spend more than $12 bilf10n per year on energy and purchased utilities. The recent 
wave of changes in electric and utilities policies generated a flood of promises for lower rates, a more competitive marke~ 
and opportunities to manage more creativefy energy generation, distribution, and usage. 

Elec/Jic Resllllcturing and /Jtilities Deregulation: A Facility Managers Guide explores the restructuring and its likefy outcomes; 
and presents new opportunities that will allow many schools and universities to redirect utility dollars to undertake much
needed utility systems upgrades and other deferred maintenance. 

The book's three sections: The Changing Marke~ Identifying Opportunities and Challenges, and Taking Advantage of 
Electric Deregulation, provide expert insight into the coming changes of this vital market 
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Service space for classrooms used to be minimal, wi th an occasional s torage 

room, a projection room for a large audito rium, and perhaps a prep room for a 

science demonstration auditorium. ow, much more service space is needed to 

accommodate the technology, like the need for servers to support the local area 

networks handling rooms with data ports and network access at each station, 

support space for multimedia equipment, such as control rooms and technician 

spaces, and places to store rolling equipment at those insti tutions which do not 

have permanent media equipmem in each classroom. This additional classroom 

service impacts the classroom findings, s ince service space is normally included 

within the space per student s tation facto r that is used in space needs models. 

For those institutions who are still measured based on the 15 square feet per 

student station, they will start a t a major deficit. If they actually averaged 18-20 

square feet per station across all the rooms coded as classrooms, they have to 

increase their utilization by 20 to 30 percent or more above the target number 

to make up for the greater existing space per station, or they wil l show a space 

surplus in the needs analysis of their coordinating board or governing board. 

In our work with many campuses across the country, we see 18 square feet as 

the most widely average number of square feet per station when we calculate 

the figure for all classrooms. It is rare that we find an institution with as li ttle as 

15 or 16 square feet in this category. The number will only increase with the 

likely average heading toward 20 square feet per student station as more of the 

active learning and computer-based rooms are added to the classroom mix. i 

THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE WAY TO ACCESS 
ALL YOUR STAGES AND PLATFORMS! 

PORTABLE WHEELCHAIR LIFT 

• Use it when and where you need it. 
• Replaces multiple fixed lifts or ramps--saves valuable floor space. 
• One person can set it up in minutes. 
• No installation - just plug it in. 
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• Now accommodates oversized wheelchairs and scooters. 

Call for more information and 
a FREE demonstration video 
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Retaining students isn't just 

important co today's colleges 

and universities. It's critical. 

And unforcunarely, students 

can disappear literally over-

night. At Johnson Controls 

we know the overall quality 

of the educational experience 

has a major impicc on srudent 

retention. 1nat: means excellent 

Facilities and equipment. A 

great looking campus. 

Building syscems that are well

maintained and work properly. 

We have a long history of 

helping schools maintain a 

superior learning environ-

menc and an equally long list 

of programs and services chat 

help make it possible. An ex

ample is performance contract -

ing, where improvements in 

comfort, productivity and 

safety are paid for by the 

savings they create. For 

more information, call our 

Education Group at 1-888-

214-0916. Also visit us at 

www.johnsoncontrols.com. 

And learn how retaining 

our services can play an 

important pan in helping 

co retain your students. 
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WHY DON'T YOU GO AHEAD 
AND TRAIN YOUR SUPERVISORS? 

Supervision is not an easy job. 
These listed video tapes can 
provide you a tool that will help 
your Supervisors lead and direct 
your people more effectively. 

VIDEO TAPES ON SUPERVISORY 
TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 

ORDER FORM 

I 1/211 VHS Title Price Qty. 

#1 Improving Our Supervisory/Leadership Skills $195.00 
#2 Leadership Principles That Will Help You Make $195.00 

Better Judgment Decisions 
#3 "Have You Upgraded Your Communication Skills?" $195.00 
#4 "Motivation is the Discovery of --" $195.00 
#5 "You Want To Have Balance and You Want To 

Do These Things" $195.00 
#6 VVhat is "Customer Relations?" $195.00 

TOTAL 
5% DISCOUNT for purchasing 3 tapes 
10% DISCOUNT for purchasing all 6 tapes 

MINUS 
MINUS 

GRAND TOTAL 
[ ] Payment Enclosed [ ] Purchase Order# __ _ 

Make checks payable to: 

Total 

$ __ _ 
$ __ _ 
$ __ _ 
$. __ _ 
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PLACf-MA~ING: A NfW ~PACf PLANNING MO□fl 

'' s ense of place" is a complex concepl that unlit now 
has noL been able LO be adequaLely evaluaLed . 
When an individual experiences " fiL" with a place, 

he or she experiences "sense of place"-an atmosphere thaL 

promoLes inLeraction and comfon and uplifts the spiriL. Col
leges and universilies can effectively use the design elements 

of place-making Lo transform uninviting spaces into vibranL 
places where students feel comfortable and al home. When 

sysLemaLicalJy applied , place-making gives logic Lo inLerior 
design decisions thaL otherwise may be made on an arbitrary 

basis. For colleges and universities, sense of place is a power
ful force in building and reinforcing image and in recruiting 

and retaining students, faculty, and staff. 
A seL of Loots for place-making and methods of evaluating 

their effectiveness draw upon the unique qualilies and images 
of a campus, while reinforcing the overall character and con
LexL Design solutions are tailored Lo each campus and help 

make insLiLutions more competitive. 

Place-Making Affects Mission 
lL is clear thaL many of the feaLUres most directly connect

ed to users' percepLion of the campus-quali Ly of the 
learning environmenL, communily and imeraction, ease of 
movemenL, securiLy, and comfort-are fundamentally func
tions of Lhe inLerior space. Place-making analysis explo res 

Beth Worthington is a designer at Christner, Inc. , St. Louis, 
Missouri. 

noL jusL physical realities buL the experienLial side of campus 
life. This planning approach creaLes guidelines LhaL system
atically address ways Lo nurture individuals and creaLe 

meaningful sellings for learning and for Lhe life experiences 
thaL occur wilhin Lhe campus inLeriors. 

The role of inLerior space in place-making is varied and d i
verse. There are hundreds of ways that design elements can be 

used LO enhance sense of place. Grouped inLo three caLegories, 
these elements: 

• fulfill fundamental requirements Lypically associaLed 

with traditional facil ity management practices, 

• strengthen personal and social conLexL, and 
• enrich the physical selling. 

Campuses need a mix of Lypes of place-making. The days 
when success was defined as providing spaces thaL are clean 
and funcLional are pasL. Success is now measured by the in
dividual's positive experience of memorable places where 

learning and collegiality occur. Place-making, artfully 
applied , will over Lime forge a coherenL campus image and 
enhance perceptions of the insLiLuLion. These positive per

ceptions and memories cannoL be underestimated as facwrs 
in alumni giving. 

The process of place-making is differenL than masLer plan

ning or programming because it looks at facilities from a 
broader perspective. The following are some of the issues Lo 
be explo red in a p lace-making study. 



BASIC TYPES OF PLACE-MAKING 

Objective 

I. Fundamental Facility Management 
Function 

ability to learn, do research 

Comfort 
for a range of activities and individuals 

Security 

Way-finding 

Ease of movement/clarity of campus 

II. Enrich Personal and Social Context 
Promote the Individual 

Promote self-esteem 

Promote Interaction 

Promote community 

Ill. Enrich Physical Setting 
Connect to nature, lime, season 

Connect to history and traditions 

Reinforce existing architectural style 

Reinforce existing landscape elements 

Discovery 

Demonstrate technology 

Process/ Results 
The process or implementing a place-making sludy lo guide 

improvements to campus interiors requires a methodical ap
proach and a defined timeline. As an outside consultant, the 
place-maker has the abi lity lo review a campus from an exter
nal and critical eye to determine whal areas work and what 

areas need improvement. Many times administrators and facili
ty managers are so focused on the day-to-day activities and 

challenges on campus that they don't see the big picture. 
Another cri tical component of place-making is getting 

input from all stakeholders and facilitating a process thal will 
build consensus and support from lhe campus community. By 
having a series of working sessions and asking the right ques
tions, certain evaluations and recommendations start Lo 
evolve. 

Design Element 

Examples 

Ambient qualities, acoustics, lighting, 
temperature, spatial, ergonomic and accessibility issues 

Ambient qualities, acoustics, lighting, 
temperature, spatial, ergonomic, and accessibility issues 

Security system, lighting, landscaping, 
Accessibility, communitv programs 

Way-finding system with landmarks, use of focal points, lighting, 
interior landscaping, entries and boundaries, accessibilitv issues 

All of the above and well conceived functional 
spaces and corridors that connect 

All of the above and amenities, coffee kiosks, 
recreational and residential opportunities, 
abilitv to personalize, dinino services 

Way-finding, sense of control and ability to 
perform tasks, opportunitv for solitude 

Spatial arrangements, variety of gathering 
spaces, comfort, accessibilitv, and discovery 

Opportunities to see and be seen, build in a variety of gathering 
spaces that promote comfort, accessibilitv and discoverv 

Each window and door is an opportunity for 
views of the campus and context, window seats 

Reinforce symbols with special ceremonial, cultural, social aspects 

Create distinctive image with materials, color 
and lighting, focal points, windows, ceilino 

Create views of nature, Seasonal focal points, emphasize entries 

lngelnooks, fountains, secret gardens, fireplaces, 
niches for individual and oroup 

Integration of computers across settings, well designed library and 
research facilities 

Once the database is created and the list of priorities identi
fied, specific recommendations for improvements, budgets, 

schedules and even performance criteria can be developed. 
The final product is a working document that identifies a plan 
for place-making on campus. One of the great advantages of 
the place-making process is that the recommendations can be 

included in ongoing maintenance projects. 
The following is a list of questions most often asked about 

place-making: 

Who? 
Who should be involved in master plans for place-making? Be 

as inclusive in the planning process as possible. Build 
consensus through the planning process. 

Continued 0 11 page 38 



your maintenance department today ••• 

without spending t next 
four years in sea h of 

the right too 

TMA's Computerized Maintenance Management System software 
offers a curriculum that educates in no time, is easy to use 
and lets you excel in productivity. 

Work Order Management 
Preventive Maintenance 
Space Management 
Inventory Control 
Project Management 
Scheduling 

Chargeback Accounting 
Asset & Equipment Management 
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Internet/Intranet Interface 
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Continued from page 28 

What? 
Include place-making when addressing fundamental 
facility issues, especially as deferred maintenance is 
implemented. 

When? 
As soon as possible. As pan of a comprehensive master 
plan or more typically a separate study. 

Where? 
Campus-wide is of course the ideal; however, on a 
building by building basis, it is the formal and informal 
spaces where people gather that should be enhanced. 

building by building basis, it is the formal and informal 
spaces where people gather that should be enhanced. 

Why? 
It makes sense. It weaves together a collective vision of 
the future that can sustain the vital character of campus 
li fe, uses facilities most effectively and helps demonstrate 
student-centered concerns. and most importantly, place
making expresses mission. 

How? 
Look at areas where s tudents gather in a wide variety of 
ways. Campus is community. 

The Value of a Place-M aking Model 
The benefit of this place-making model is 

that it requires administrators and facili ty 
managers to think about faci lities in a far 

broader context. The process goes beyond 

traditional faci lities planning issues with a 
number of critically important resul ts. 

Place-making: 
• Helps differentiate a college or universi

ty in an increasingly competitive 

market place. 

INFORMED* CUSTODIAL 
STAFFING SOFTWARE 

In a friendly Microsoft Windows 
atmosphere: 
• Benchmark and justify your staffing level 

against national norms. 
• Perform "what if' scenarios with the "click" 

of a button 
• Establish balanced cleaning areas and 

multiple shift schedules. 

From Jack C. Dudley, PE, Editor and Co· 
author of the APPA Publication Custodial 
Staffing Guidelines/or Educational Facilities, 
who has refined those methods through added 
research and on-site consulting. The software, 
featuring those refinements, has received many 
excellent reviews by users since its' 
introductory offering late last year. 

Several models are available starting at: 

$179 
Call or Write Jack for Details. 

• The Institute for Facilities Operations Rescarcll and 
Management Educational Development 

5335 South Lakeshore Drive 
Racine, Wisconsin 53403 

(41 4) 552-8966 
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• Focuses on unique campus characteris
tics and places. 

• Signals attention to the individual. 
• Builds consensus about the image and 

goals of an institution. 
• Provides logic to design decisions. 
• Encourages integration of space 

improvements with phased renovation. 
• Factors marketing objectives and quality 

of life into the aesthetic equation. 

• Communicates the institutional mission. 
• Tells the campus story. 

It is obvious from the amount of enthusi
asm generated since the notion of 
place-making emerged, that this new way of 
thinking about facilities strikes a chord with 
university administrators and facility orficers. 
By applying these principles in a well
conceived plan, place-making will boost the 
appeal of campus facilities and positively im
pact campus life . .i. 

Deregulation of the electric 

industry means new opportunities. 

We can make them work for you. 

Select Energy offers you a broad range of innovative 
energy products and services designed to lower the 
total energy costs of your college or university. 

Our team of experts can identify the pricing options 
and energy management solutions that can save you 
money and protect your investments. 

To learn more from one of our accredited account 
executives, call us toll-free at 1-888-810-5678. 
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Over 140 colleges & universities are making tremendous strides toward 
improving their day-to-day maintenance operations by utilizing TMA's 

Computerized Maintenance Management System software. 
Discover what others already have - your facility can't afford to get left behind. 

To receive information regarding the advantages of implementing 
TMA's CMMS software, contact TMA Sales toll-free 800.862.1130 or 
visit our website at www.tmasys.com and download a FREE demo. 
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Institutions do not remain static. They grow, they decline, 
and they change. Al each stage, a common question oc
curs--do we have adequate space? Or, more importantly, 

how do we know if we have adequate space? In other words, 
how much space do our academic units need? 

One of the primary interests of space management on a 
campus is to create an equitable system of projecting future 
space needs and allocation among academic and adminis tra
tive units. Space on campus is an important resource. Too 
little space can hamper the ability to accomplish a unit's ob
jectives; too much space is wasteful of limited institutional 
assets. The limits derive from the need to manage university 
resources, including space; the cost of upkeep of space; and 
the perpetual need for renewal, replacement and additions of 
space as the institution moves forward. Much of this discus
sion is contained in my earlier APPA Facilities Manager 
article, "Space Counting is Not Space Management. "1 

Approach and Methodology 
This article examines traditional numerical methods of 

space projections, questions some of the fundamental assump
tions about space projections, and presents an alternative 
approach to space projections based on a new, straight forward 
benchmarking methodology. This approach is based upon pro
jection methods that have not been derived from fixed space 

Ira Fink is president of Ira Fink and Associates, Inc., 
University Planning Consultants, Berkeley, California. Part 
2, a case study of the concepts in place at Georgia Tech, 
will appear in the January/February issue. 
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guidelines or standards, but instead on space per faculty 
member as the basis for prediction and allocation. This is an 
innovative and easily understood space projection methodolo
gy that my firm has pioneered and used most recently at 
Georgia Tech and are currently using at the University of Cali
fornia, Davis and St. Mary's College of California. This article 
also presents the results of a unique national space bench
marking study among Research l universities that were part of 
the projection methodology. The results, covering a range of 
disciplines, provide data on space per faculty member in nine 
Research l universities. 

HISTORY OF SPACE STANDARDS 

High School Origins 
Traditional methods of space planning have their origins in 

reports about high schools and junior high schools in the 
1920s and California public higher education in the 1940s 
and 1950s. The following summary, based on key space plan
ning documents from 1948 to 1989, highlights the 
assumptions of traditional methods that l have challenged in 
developing the new space benchmarking approach. For read
ers interested in a more complete list of articles and books, 
please refer to my bibliography on this topic.2 

1924 and 1926: Junior High Schools and 
High Schools 

As near as I can tell, the idea of the use of space standards 
began with a study of high schools in the year 1924. A refer
ence to a source document in A Restudy of the Needs of 
California in Higher Education (1955) 3 makes the following 
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statement: "Several years ago the School Planning Division of 
the California State Department of Education developed a 
building formula for computing classroom space 
requirements for the state colleges. That formula as currently 
used, and which follows in general the pattern earlier devel
oped by Packer in 1924 for high school buildings and by 
Anderson in 1926 for junior-high-school buildings ... ".4 This 
is the earliest reference I can find as to how and where space 
standards were introduced into higher education. Interesting
ly enough, the first higher education standards in California 
were based on the space required for movable tablet arm chair 

seating which occurred in World War !
vintage h igh schools and junior high 
schools. 

1 948: Report of a Survey of the 
Needs of California in Higher 
Education- Strayer Report 

The procedures of the 1924 New 
York high schools' formula for comput
ing classroom space requirements was 
augmen ted by what is known as the 
Strayer Committee Report puhlished in 
California in 1948 and which included 
a chapter on the physical plants in Cali
forn ia s tate colleges and the University 
of California.5 This report makes a 
number of assumptions about space, 
based primarily on net square feet (later 
called assignable square feet or ASF) 
per fu ll time equivalent studem , and 
established the first standard in Califor
nia for the utilization of classrooms (65 
percent utilization based on a 45-hour 
course week 6). 

This report cemented the pallern of 
projecting space needs based on 
students. Most likely this was the result 
of believing that space needs for higher 
education parallel that of high schools 
and junior high schools. 

19 5 5: A Restudy of the Needs of 
California in Higher Education 
( Restudy Standards) 

In 1955, concerned with the cost of 
public higher education, and in anticipa
tion of a tidal wave of students who 
would be entering higher education a 
decade later as a resu lt of the baby boom 
following World War 11, the California 
legislature approved a restudy of the 
higher education needs of the state. This 
report, A Restudy of the Needs of Califor

nia in Higher Education, carefully 
reviewed space on public campuses in California, and recom
mended higher utilization rates for classrooms7. More 
importantly, the Restudy report defined the amount of floor 
area that should be allowed for instructional purposes, 
including: offices, research laboratories, shops, s torage, and 
miscellaneous areas for nine general subject fields ranging 
from agriculture to social sciences. These Restudy standards 
added one more step in codifying and reducing the space 
needs of higher education to a set of standards-with data 
based on buildings in place and square feet per student as it 
existed in California in 1953. 
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1966: Space Utilization Standards, California Public 
Higher Education- CCH E 

The 1966 report of the California Coordinating Council for 
Higher Education (CCHE), Space Utili zation Standards, Cali
fornia Public Higher Education, summarizes another major 
assumption: "Standards to be used in determining need must 
necessarily be established on an arbitrary basis. They may be 
based on average practice or some point on a scale where a 
certain percentage of the institutions lie. They can be based 
on a theoretical computation which might appear reasonable 
to persons sophis ticated in facility space planning. ln any 
event, the imposition of new or revised standards on a group 
of institutions may cause some anguish to those who have an 
excess amount of space, but are still desirous of additional 
state support." s 

This CCHE statement raised two ohservations ahout s tan
dards - they are likely to be arbitrary and they represent 

average practice, not necessarily best practice. It should also 
be noted that the CCHE Space Utilization Standards also im
posed standards for the size of class laboratories, based on 
assignable square footage (ASF) per station, and per 100 
weekly student contact hours. 

1968: University Space Planning-Bariether and 
Schillinger Book 

In 1968, Harlan Bareither and Jerry Schillinger of the Uni
versity of lllinois published their book 
University Space Planning: Translating the 

indicate that the underlying assumptions about the size of 
staff for a given program should be subject to a continuous 

review-as staff size is obviously an important determinant of 
space requirements-the process of internal checking and 
cross validation of the numerical values is often overlooked. 

Bareither and Schillinger note that research space is very 
difficult to evaluate, as it involves space requirements for 
types of activities that are not predictable. They s tate that the 
purpose of projecting space is to "establish a boundary condi
tion within which to work." Space would then be allocated on 
the basis of productive research programs. 

The Bareither and Schill inger book begins to examine two 
additional assumptions of space standards used in higher edu
cation. First, that all space requirements can be codified and 
calculated. Second, that the basis for projecting needs should 
be based on student enrollment. The work of my firm chal
lenges both premises. 

1971 : Higher Education Facilities Planning and 
Management- WICHE Manuals 

ln 1971, the Western Interstate Commission for Higher 
Education (WlCHE) published its seven volume Higher 

Education Facilities Planning and Management manuals.lo One 
of the key statements made in the manuals is as follows: "The 
content of these manuals has been influenced strongly by an 
assumption that they can be of maximum use if the 

Educational Program of a University into 
Physical Facility Requirements. They devel
oped a procedure called "the numeric 
method" for translating the educational 
program into physical facili ty 
requirements that was based upon "build
ing blocks." According to Bareither and 
Schillinger, "The total amount of space 
required at an institution for each "build
ing block" is dependent upon the number 
of FTE "full time equivalent" students, the 
level of student, the fields of study, the 
institutional philosophy pertaining to 
scheduling patterns, size of library, etc." g 

MIDLOTHIAN 

According to Bareither and Schillinger, 
the purpose of the numeric method was 
two-fold: to present a logical system in the 
calculation of space requirements and to 
present space standards that should be 
usable for most institutions of higher 
learning. While the permanent value of 
their work, as the authors s tress, lies 
mainly in its analytical methodology, it is 
often the specific numerical values of sta
tion size and allocation that have been 
regarded as fixed standards. While they 
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procedures deal with the problems as they are recognized cur
rently rather than as they may develop in the future. As a 
result, these manuals are largely a compilation of the existing 
state of the art. The methodologies presented reflect the more 
traditional forms of education and the conventional measures 
of educational activity (e.g., student credit hours and weekly 
student hours)."11 

The WlCHE reports identify another questionable aspect of 
traditional space standards. They are based on solutions to 
current space problems, and they do not look ahead. This 
would certainly bother someone like the great hockey player, 
Wayne Gretsky, who is reported to have said, "I like to skate 
to where the puck is going, rather than where it has been." It 

TOS 

is also a particularly important point as campuses today strug
gle with how much space technology requires, which has 
been completely overlooked in any set of standards or guide
lines in use today. For example, our own research indicated 
that for classrooms with 100 or fewer stations, the average 
ASF needed per station in a fixed table, technology rich room, 
is 50 percent greater than for a movable tablet arm room.12 

1985: Space Planning Guidelines-CEFPI 
In 1985, the Council of Educational Facility Planners Inter

national issued its Space Planning Guidelines. LJ The 
introduction to the CEFPl report states, "The guidelines are 
directed to identify types and amounts of non-residential fa
ci lities that are required by departments on a campus. These 

are guidelines and not standards. Each insti
tution should select planning modules 
which address its institutional mission, pro
gram mix, teaching techniques, and 
philosophies." 

The CEFPI guidelines also cover space for 
research labs, based on the concept of plan
ning modules which vary by discipline and 
also have a range of values in terms of square 
footage per module per discipline. It is not 
clear how one would choose to be at the low 
end or the high end of the CEFPI planning 
(design) module. The CEFPI guidelines de
scribe in words the flexibility that should 
occur with the use of the guidelines. And 
indeed, the values presented are given in 
ranges. Yet at the same time, they represent 
one additional issue with guidelines or stan
dards. We do not know the sources from 
which these guidelines are based. Are these 
opinions of a single author or committee? 
Are they based on empirical evidence from 
field work at unidentified institutions, or are 
they one more arbitrary and cumulative ad
di tion to the literature of higher education 
space planning? 

1986: Time and Territo,y- CPEC 
In 1986, The California Post Secondary 

Education Commission tried to bring 
together the complicated existing factors 
used in determining space needs. The needs 
analysis had been fine tuned, but basically 
not changed for more than four decades. 
CCHE hired a consulting firm to construct 
what became known as the Council's Facili
ties Analysis Model. As noted in a frank 
statement in the CCHE report, Time and 
Territory: A Preliminary Exploration of Space 
and Utilization Guidelines in Engineering and 

Continued on page 46 
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tlie Natural Sciences, CCHE indicates, "This model involved 

some rather sophisticated computer modeling and required 
the regular collection of massive amounts of data, so much so 

that it was finally abandoned due to the incapacity of campus 

data processing systems to manage it. n 1 ◄ 

CPEC was on the right track; not only is space data hard to 

model and process, but it is also hard to understand. 

1989: A Capacity for Learning-California Post 
Secondary Education Commission 

Again in 1989, the California Post Secondary Education 
Commission again reviewed space standards and guidelines 

that were in place in states across the nation. The CPEC re

port, A Capacity for Learning: Revising Space and Utilization 
Standards for California Public Higlier Education 15, represented 

a massive effort to show where Cali fornia public higher edu

cation stood relative to other states in facility space. The 

report pointed out the difficulties of maintaining space and 

utilization information. As the report indicates: 

A major finding of the study is that virtually all space 

standards tend to increase in deta il and complexity over 

time and that-perhaps because of some fundamental 

quality of human nature-there is a tendency to try to 

draw greater and greater precision out of formulas tha t 

were never intended to be anything more than general 

guidelines. The result is often an architectural and acade

mic s traight jacket-a planning system that assumes too 

much from mathematics and fails to account for the fact 

that campuses are systems of buildings that must work 

together if the entire enterprise is to function effectively. 

Drastically limiting the amount of space that can be built 

in one category can have hidden effects on other space 

types, resulting in such unexpected and unwanted results 

as overcrowding, the construction o f unneeded or overly 

expensive facilities, and general reduction in campus 
morale.16 

A well-stated conclusion by CPEC. 

Problems with Traditional Space Standards 
The use of traditional space standards and guidelines raises 

many issues. First, too little is known about how institutional 

data were collected or how the standards and guidelines were 

actually derived. For example, the 1955 California studies 
were based on data obtained in 1953 at four University of 

California and ten California State College campuses. In other 

words, a precise measurement of past space use was being 
used as the means to project an unpredictable future. But for 

the other standards o r guidelines, there is little information 

about how the space data was collected, how it might have 

been combined o r weighted, and how anonymous data points 

were treated . Little is known about the charac teristics of the 

institutions providing data-were they large or small , public 

or private, research universities or regional colleges, and how 

were their standards derived? Furthern1ore, there is no evi

dence that the premises were ever validated or tested. For 

example, the CEFPI Guidelines state that a review was made 

of guidelines from various state higher education coordinat

ing boards and universities--but there is no further reference 

to the sources or their choice of one guideline number versus 

another. 
Second, fixed standards imply that one size fi ts all institu

tions. Campuses vary considerably in culLUre, instructional 

modes, requirements for degrees and amount of research , all 

of which influence the amount o f space needed for a program. 

Yet the guideline studjes do not indicate how users of the 

guidelines should make important modifications or policy 

decisions when they use the standards. 

Third, the standards or guidelines have a strong public in

stitution bias. Do they work as well or apply to the hundreds 

of private colleges and universities in the U.S. , many of which 

are the top ranked institutions in the country?17 Of the list of 

21 institutional participants in the WlCHE study, only four 

represented private college or universities. While institutional 

affiliation is not shown for the 21 persons listed as the CEFPI 

Higher Educatio n Committee, a ll o f the names I recognize 

come from public higher education . Moreover, all of the 

named institutional sources are public. 

Fourth, space guidelines often work best if they are admin

istered as part of a centralized system and are used to create 

equity across ins titutions. But, in reality there are very few 

sta tes that have higher education systems where multiple in

stitutions have tl1e same mission, are on par with one another, 

and where c ross-campus s pace equity would be important. 

Fifth, existing, commonly used space guidelines are aver

ages based on unidentified institutions. What if your 

institution does not want to be average, but wants to excel? 

Where are the space standards or guidelines that promote ex

cellence? How does an instiLUtion that wants to be best 

compare itself? 

Lastly, these early documen ts suggest that tl1e initial intent 

and purpose of space guidelines was to provide an umbrella , 

or envelope of space, as an entitlement for a discipline. Sepa

rate discipline entitlements would be added together to create 

a campus-wide allotment. This process has now deteriorated 

to the point where the space a llotments have in some 
instances been used as a means to project room by room 

space needs as design standards for individual spaces rather 

than budgeting standards for an institution in aggregate. 

IL is the great diversity o f institutions and of their sLUdent 

populations, faculty, and stalJ that make higher education so 

unique. It is important that guidelines and standards do not 

create a non-thinking mode of detennining space needs and 

create average ins titutions across the board in terms of space. 
Guidelines should not remove discretion. They should be 

based on translating academic policy into facility needs. And 

they simply don't work well for some types of institutions. 



Fatal Flaw of Standards 
The most serious shortcoming or traditional standards or 

guidelines is their mechanical link LO changes in student en

rollment, either head-count or FTE. This connection may 

work well for enrollment formula fonded public ins titution 
operating budget purposes, but it is inadequate for insti tu
tional space projections. 

Most public institutions and some private institutions 
have experienced cycles and shirts in their enrollment base 
from foll-time LO pan-time, from traditional LO non

traditional , from day Lo evening. These institutions continue 
to survive, and even nourish, regardless or changes in enroll

ment. One reason these institutions remain stable is that 
most have a set cadre o r faculty, regardless or enrollment 

fluctuations. The budget process that allocates runds for fac
ulty positions, regardless or whether the institution is public 
or private, is rigorous. Faculty positions, once established, 
tend to remain in place. Faculty, once hired, also tend to 

stay. The process or creating facul ty s lots is usually more de
liberate than the process that internally allocates fonds 
based upon changes in student enrollment. In other words, 
space standards and studies using student enrollment as the 
base use the wrong input. Space swndards should be based on 

Ll1e number of facu lty, not enrollment. 
Using faculty as a base presumes a response LO issues not 

addressed by traditional enrollment s tandards. First , it as

sumes a student-Lo-faculty ratio. Second. it acknowledges 
that academic uni ts know their own needs 

An Alternate Approach to Space 
Projections 
A New Methodology 

My interest in creating a new methodology for space pro
jection began nearly 35 years ago and has its roots in many 
different areas. First, while a staff member of the Office or the 

President of the University of California, I watched Donavan 
Smith and the late Bob Walen precisely ec;timate space needs 
for the nine campuses or the University of California, using 

state mandated fonnulas, and dutifolly compute them by 
adding machine and calculator. Through the L960s and 

1970s, Donavan and Bob would crunch data on how big a 

campus should be, based on fonnula driven space entitlement 
from the State of California Restudy Standards. 

Second, while interviewing faculty at George Washington 

University, Middle Tennessee State.John E Kennedy Universi
ty and other institutions where we have worked on space 
planning assignments, l was told by faculty that they would 

rather be next to their colleagues than be separated from 
them. even if they d idn't get as much space as national space 
"standards" might provide. Adjacency, more so than s ize 

alone, was important. 
Third, throughout my years in higher education, it became 

apparent that almost all institutions have a group of peer in

stitutions with whom they compare themselves. Information 

and that faculty have a sense or what 

space is required to execute their 
programs, more so than "space accoun-
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The goals o r space projections should be 
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results and reflect a reproducible process. 
They should propel institutions to create a 

facility environment consistent with their 
academic environment. They should put 
space decisions into the hands or those 
who allocate related resources (i.e., direc

tors, deans and faculty). They should 
provide a road map or facilities needs as a 
base for future master planning. Space 
planning, based on numbers of faculty de

rived from a benchmarking process, can 
accomplish these results. 
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rrom this respected group of comparison peer institutions is 
valued for establishing equity in a number of areas, whereas 
"national" data or standards, including space, is often consid

ered of lesser value. 
The provost or chier academic officer carries enormous in

nuence in directing an institu1ion's foture through the 
allotment or faculty positions that allow one department to 
expand while another contracts. This is done by providing or 
taking away faculty slots. The provost, while concerned about 
enrollment, has a major involvement in faculty recruiunenl 
and the space requests that often accompany the hiring of fac
ulty By contrast, it is the admissions officer, registrar, or 
enrollment manager, who is concerned much more about the 
details or student enrollment, which here-to-fore has been the 
primary basis for projecting space needs, using the standards 
that have just been explained. 

The Challenge: How Much Space is Needed? 
One challenge of space management is consistently over

looked - how to create a space guidelines system that will 
allow highly complex and research rich universities, as well as 
other institutions, to understand how much space would be 
requiJed to meet their needs due to programmatic growth, in 
comparison to space they already have. 

Against this background of reservations about the value of 
traditional, fixed space standards, we have worked as a firm to 
develop a simpler, and more easily understandable system of 
how much space a campus requires. Rather than rely on 
guidelines derived from unknown institutions and complex 
formulas, we have developed a methodology based on bench
marking among peer institutions. We started with the 
assumption that the lead institutions in this nation (both pub
lic and private) have figured out how to become and remain 
successful, and, in the process have built a p hysical plant that 
allows them to carry out their work effectively. Their facility 
inventory is a good place to start. 

To develop space needs projections for a preeminent 
research university without using space standards or guide
lines authored by organizations such as the Council or 
Education and Facility Planners, or those in place in the state 
of Californ ia or elsewhere, we derived a system of space re
quirements for the Georgia insti tute of Technology based 
upon assignable square feet per faculty member, by college, 
and by academic space unit. Developing 1his system involved 
two major activities: first, identifying as a baseline how much 
space was currently held by each of the units (exclusive of 
classrooms and residential space) and second, creating a 
benchmark space allotment measure that could be agreed 
upon by the campus and its academic unit heads. i. 
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P
rior to 1995, architectural and construction drawings at 
the University of Missouri-Columbia (MU) were main
tained by Campus Facilities' Planning, Design and 

Construction Department where they were used primarily by 
the departments Design Services for remodeling and renova
tion plans, and by the Maintenance Department for electrical 
and plumbing work. Paper and mylar drawings were stored 
on hanging racks in a convened paint shop, and in tube files 
in the basement of the Campus Facilities building. Renova
tion plans were hand-drafled on existing documents or new 
drawings were created. In the early 1990s, Design Services 
personnel began using the AutoCAD (computer assisted de
sign) program in architectural work. As a building, or section 
of a building, came up for renovation, university students em
ployed part time, on an "as-needed" basis and using the 
original floor plans and field measurements, would draw 
building floor plans in AutoCAD files for use in developing 
renovation plans. When completed, CADD drawings were 
stored on a local network until the project was finished, and 
then transferred to storage on floppy disks. 

Concurrent wi th the use of AutoCAD, Campus Facilities 
utilized a main frame database system for space inventory 
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information. The DataFlex software program, maintained sep
arately from Design Services' CADD files, was used to s tore 
building and room information, including square footage, 
room use and department ownership. This system suffered, 
however, in that square-footage information was derived from 
"measuring off' paper floor plans, and room use and owner
ship were only sporadically checked or changed. To this 
point, space planning at MU had been rather undervalued; its 
potential unrealized-a perspective that, toward the mid-90s, 
was to change. 

The Space Planning and Management 
Office is Created 

Space planning efforts began in earnest at MU in February 
1995 when the Space Planning and Management office 
(SPAM) was created by MUS assistant vice chancellor for facil
ities. A space planner was hired to coordinate and manage the 
office, which consisted of one semi-retired employee who 
maintained the Dataflex program, a drafting technician, and 
three pan-time student workers. 

Standardization Begun; New Software Selected 
The first priority for SPAM staff was developing and main

taining an accurate space inventory and CADD floor plans for 
buildings owned or leased by the university. Future space 
planning by the office would require this foundation of reli
able information from which to work. Floor plans were 



drawn and maintained in AutoCAD Rl3; and Paradox 5.0 
was selected to temporarily replace the DataFlex main-frame 
data base system until a permanent data base could be con
s tructed using Archibus FMlO, which directly Lies d rawings 

to the space inventory. A building-touring process and sched
ule were developed to ensure accuracy and consistency in the 

CADD drawings. 
Before field touring and building space measurement 

began, exis ting floor plans were compared to data base infor
mation to isolate problems, such as rooms appearing in the 

inventory but not on floor plans, and vice versa. Structural 
changes, architectural features, seating, room use, and depart

ment ownership were recorded in the field for inclus ion in 

the AutoCAD drawings and the Paradox data base. Exterior 
measurements were also made to serve as checks against ime
rior dimensions. 

The SPAM Manual is 
Created 

buildings are on a two-year retouring schedule; recharge or 

auxiliary buildings are revisited every three years. 
Layer information is included in the border and title-block 

prototype used for all new construction and floor plan 

updates. The space planning omce has developed AutoCAD 
routines that, in existing drawings, update layers to current 

standards. Due to ALA revisions, a d ifferent routine has been 

developed for each change, \vi th the appropriate routine run 
when the floor plan is inserted in the new border-a neces

sary standardization due to the variety of people using the 

drawings. 

MU's Buildings and Floor Plans on the Web 
Through tl1e In ternet capabilities of AutoCAD Rl 4 and the 

AutoDesk Whip program, floor plans for some 200 major cam

pus buildings are now on tl1e Web, accessible via an interactive 

campus map or building list 
through MU's campus facilities' 

home page (httpJ/www.cf.missouri. 
edu). Square footage information 
and buildings where securi ry and 

safety issues exist--e.g. , the nuclear 
reactor, power plant, etc.- are 

excluded. 

The touring process and stan
dards and procedures ensuring 
consistency between the buildings 

and CADD drawings were incorpo
rated into Space Planning and 
Management's Policies, Standards, 
and Conventions Manual, which has 
approximately 40 pages devoted to 
the space inventory update process 

and floor plans. The manual also 
covers SPAM's customer service 
philosophy, floor and room num

bering, polylines, complex plans, 

drawing and Litle-block prototypes, 
scaling, and procedures for process
ing information requests. A large 

portion of the manual covers layer
ing standards. 

Drafting tedmidan Rebecca Sanders transfers, "from 
scratdi," an arcliitectural, as-built drawing to die 
AutoCAD system. Over die last four years, all of 
MU's 1,100 campus-area buildings (comprising some 
15 million square feet of space) liave been converted 
toAutoCAD. 

Floor plans are maintained on 
the Web in a 'rasterized,' or read

only format for non-technical use 
by faculty, s tudents and staff in lo
cating particular buildings, 
classrooms, offices, or other areas 

within buildings. Web users can 
pan, zoom, and prim from the 

computer monitor but cannot 
manipulate or replace original 
drawings. 

While some in-house layers were created for poly
lines, hatching, and descriptive text the office maintains, 
SPAM has conformed-for the most part- lo American Insti

tute of Architects layering guidelines for drawings. Space 
Planning and Management in 1996 converted to Al.A'.s 
Proposed Standards, which were replaced by the institute's 
1997 Adopted Standards. Revisions to the adopted standards 
are now in process and will be incorporated in SPAM's Poli
cies, Standards and Conventions manual. 

Computerization of MU's Space Continues 
By 1995, only 5 percent of the univers ity's owned and 

leased buildings had been conven ed to AutoCAD drawings. 

Computerized Ooor plans of all the university's 1,100 build
ings, comprising some 15 million square feet of space, are 
now available, and the buildings are regularly retoured for 
drawing revisions. The university's Education & General 

Technical users who need floor 
plans for planning and programming must request from 
SPAM "vectored," or "live" CADD drawings that can be 

copied to their network and edited. Campus Facilities' Design 
Services use AutoCAD drawings for preliminary planning and 
programming, as do off-campus architectural and engineering 

firms for other construction projects. Telecommunications 
personnel overlay telephone and computer network lines and 
connections for tracking and line maintenance. Environmen
tal Health and Safery tracks chemical and radioactive material 
use and storage infom1ation; and Residential Life and the 
University Hospital access drawings for independent in-house 
design and maintenance programs. While technical users can 
copy and modify drawings, like Web users, they cannot 
change or replace the originals. 

While this process allows tighter contro l and maintains the 
integrity of the AutoCAD drawing files, it also creates extra 
steps in placing floor plans online. Drawings are replaced as 
revisions are made. Whenever floor plans are revised in 



In die ''field verification" process, drafting tedrnicians 
Rebecca Sander (I) and joey Riley verify a floor plan's 
accuracy before Auto CAD drawings are released 0 11 the 
Internet. TI1is process is perfonned witli new constntction, 
renovation, and regularly scheduled semiannual "touring" 
to con.finn and update space. 

CADD, a copy of the drawing must be converted to a Web 
format for non-technical users. Whenever Ooor plans are 

created, a copy of the drawing must be conven ed to both Web 
and CADD formats for non-technical and technical users, 

respecLively. 
Future Web Plans. Phase II of SPAM's space computeriza

tion-placing on the Web drawings of approximately 900 
buildings located on agriculture experiment stations o r farms 

and other locations throughout the state of Missouri-will 
soon follow. Like floor plans presently on the Web, Phase 11 

drawings will be accessible Lhrough MU's home page, and 
available via an interactive campus map or an alphabetical 

listing of buildings. 

SPAM's Space Modeling Surveys and Reports 
Floor plans, such as those now on the Web, are the bas is 

for accurate space planning and, in some ways, are a by-prod

uct of Lhis effort. Space inventory data, square footages, room 
use and department ownership, is derived from infonnation 

gained by touring facilities and creating precise CADD Ooor 
plans. While a valuable reporting tool, space inventory infor
mation is still only one piece of the total space planning 

process. 
SPAM's Annual and Alternating Surveys. An annual and 

alternate survey conducted every other year contribute to 
the university's final space model, as well as 10 indirect cost 

reporting. 
The annual space uti lization survey is a two-purpose report 

is sent each January to officials in all academic and non-acad
emic divis ions of the university, listing all space under their 
control. Each is asked to first verify space ownership and con
firm that the reported use of space is correct. Space owned 
ancl/or controlled, but no t listed, can then be added by report 

recipients and the information updated. The space-use data
base then is changed when th is ownership is verified by 

SPAM. Second, report recipients are asked to break out each 

rooms activities, by percentages, into the fo llowing categories: 
instruction, university-funded research, externally funded 

research, public service, departmental administration, student 
services, general administration, plant operalion and mainte

nance, library, auxi liary enterprises, service operations, and 
teaching hospital and clinics. Room percentages and square 
footage infonnat ion, used for the space planning model, are 
also used for indirect-cost reimbursement reporting. 

These reports, along with copies of Ooor plans tied to each 
department and an ins truction packet, are sent each year to 

more than 300 departments. To meet the January deadline, 
staff and students begin in November to copy and print floor 
plans and instruction packets. The reports themselves are 

printed after January 1, the date on which space data base in
formation is frozen. The infonnation is then submitted for 
revision and updating to the 20-member Space Utilization 
Coordination group, which represents various academic and 

non-academic divisions of MU. During this transition to elec
tronic reporting, the surveys that will be conducted in l999 

will have the Ooor plans and instruction packets available on 
the Web. For those users yet uncomfortable with electronic 
reporting, a printed report will also be published and distrib

uted. Surveys conducted by SPAM eventually will be 

Space analyst Nancy B0011 searclies tl1rougl1 paper 
meclianical drawings that are being replaced by AutoCAD 
fi les 0 11 the Internet. Myriad details in sud1 doaonents are 
now accessible by co111p1tter for design and maintenance
related needs. 



distribuLed electronically over the lnLemeL or campus 
networks as reporting methods and securiLy issues are 
worked out 

The Three Ahernating Surveys. Space Planning and 
ManagemenL also produces three other surveys---0ffice, 
instruction, and research space information is collected in 
separaLe surveys developed Lo gamer particular types of 
information. 

The office space survey is designed to deLermine how many 
people, by FTE, require office space. Including employees 
simply by title or o ther generalizations, overinfiates office 
space requirements-not all employees require office space Lo 
do their jobs or work in the department paying their salaries. 

Telephone (407) 872-1500 
Fax (407) 843-3200 

E-MAIL svbkcg@magicnet.net 

A research space survey is used to gather similar informa
tion. The purpose of this survey is to gatl1er data on the 
number of FTEs who are performing university-funded and 
externally funded research. This information will be used to 
help the campus plan for adequaLe research space. 

An instance of the overgeneration of research space occurs 
when staff conduct research in one deparunenL buL are paid by 
another, a situation that develops when a type of space required 
for research is used or when research is in conjunction with the 
second department In this instance, space requirements for the 
paying department are overgenerated, while the needs of the 
department providing the space are undergenerated. 

A unique difficulty associated with both research- and of-
fice-space surveys is the inclusion of 
payroll. data base information. While in
come information is excluded, Social 
Security numbers are shown to distinguish 
individuals with similar names. 

The instructional space survey identifies 
space requirements for classes and 
students outside of those needed for actual 
instruction. Many instructors today expect 
students Lo spend a minimum number of 
hours per week in computer and other 
learning laboratories. While formulas exist 
with which to determine types and 
amounts of space needed based on enroll
ment, the instructional space survey 
allows SPAM to refine the generated 
needs. While space utilization reports and 
office and research surveys are normally 
completed at an administrative level, this 
survey requires involvement at the 
instruction level. Different instructors may 
require different levels of outside work for 
the same class, thereby generating addi
tional hours and square footage. These 
surveys and reports, along with the inven
tory information, contribute to the space 
model generated by SPAM. 

SPAM's Space Generation 
Model/Report 

With information gathered from the 
above surveys, SPAM produces a formula
driven Space Generation Model, a report 
on space-use on the MU campus, which is 

presented each July to the MU provost and 
chancellor. The report categorizes existing 
and generated space department needs 
along lines described in the 1992 Post-Sec
ondary Education Facilities Inventory & 
Classification Manual published by the Na
tional Center for Educational Statistics. 



Classroom facilities, of
fice and conference space, 
research-, class- and 
open-laboratories areas, 
storage space and an all
inclusive "other" 
category, are classified by 
department for additional 
space-needs study. Exist
ing space information is 
derived from the space 
inventory data base, 
while generated-space 
needs are developed from 
FTE informal.ion on sru
dents, faculty and staff, as 
well as office, instruction
al , and research space 

Scott Shader, standing, installs the "Whip!" viewer 
plug-in with Bob Gmnt, contract document coordi,iator 
for MU's College of Agriculture, Food, & Natural 
Resources. 

surveys. 
Refining the Space Generation Model's Planning Standards. Formulas for generat

ing certain types of space needs on campus involve standards researched and developed 
by SPAM. The office currently has square footage for typical offices, classrooms, animal 
labs, and library space. Office space is broken down by ti Lie and function to account for 
varying responsibilities and duties. A more extensive list, based on academic 
disciplines, has been created for research and teaching laboratory space. Planning 
standards for other types of space-e.g., student recreation space, animal facilities, 
greenhouses, etc.-are currently being studied; square footages for all planning s tan
dards are continually being refined and benchmarked against information gathered 
from peer instirutions. 

Getting MU Administration More Involved. The next step in refining the space gen
eralion model involves bringing more people into the space-planning process. Results 
of the space model will be reviewed with deans or other administrative heads of the 
university's divisions to discuss the space findings generated by the model. The survey 
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Floor plans of MU-Columbia's 1,100 buildings are 
accessible via an interactive map and building list on 
MU's Campus Facilities' home page 
(http://www.cf.missouri.edu). 

process is relatively new 
to department heads. As 
campus administrators 
are corning to rely on in
formation generated by 
the model, it is impera
tive they understand the 
importance and implica
tion of information they 
report to SPAM. The pos
sibility exists they may 
not yet fully unders tand 
either what is expected of 
them, or the use and im
portance of the 
information sought -

both of which can result 
in inattenlion to, and the 
inaccuracy of, requested 
information. 

Physical Plant 
Contracts 

Now AvaJable 
Updated and improved as needed to 
meet today's standards, each complete 
document includes: Bid Instructions, Scope 
of Worlc, Technical Spec1ficat1ons, Terms 
and Conditions. and Pnc1ng Schedules. 
lndMdual contracts and complete volumes 
are presented 1n a professional binder and 
available on computer diskette using a 
WordPerfect format. 

Construction - Part A; Carpentry 
Services: Concrete Installation and 
Replacement SerY1ces; Drywall Services; 
Electrical Services: Excavation Services; 
Painting Services; Ready M ix Concrete: 
Resilient Flooring Services: and 
Suspended Ceiling Tile Services. 

Construction - Part B: Crushed Stone 
Supplies: Doors, Windows, and 
Hardware Supplies: Electrical Supplies: 
Lumber and Building Supplies: Masonry 
Services; Masonry Supplies: Mechanical 
Sef"Vlces: Mechanical Supplies: and Plaster 
Services. 

Buildin~s & Grounds: Atrium Plant 
Maintenance: Electrical Utility Services: 
Elevator Inspection Services: Elevator 
Preventive Maintenance Sef"Vlces; HVAC 
Preventive Maintenance Services: Pest 
Cont rol Services: Refuse Collection 
Services; Trash Removal Services; and 
Tree Tnmm1ng Sef"Vlces. 

Q,e\,btme $ /95 
Any 2 l-bt.rne5 345 
Corrplete J \,btme Set 495 
lndtvdual ContJacts 50 

$ 295 
445 
595 

75 

To place an order, obtain a current listing 
of available contracts. or to 1nqu1re about 
customized contract documents please 
contact: 

Contracting Alternatives, Inc. 
Tel: (S40) SS2-3S77 Fax: (540) SS2-32 I 8 

P. 0 . Box I , Blacksburg, VA 24063-000 I 
www.b1dspecs.com 
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~mmTech 
Transformations 

In c. 

Con s ultants In 
Organizational 

Excellence 

Dedicated to the 
effective, meaningful 

and e nduring 
transformation of 

organizations through 
the Principles of 
Organizationa l 

Excellence 

)dnies 0. ole 
Cunsult.:int to Manai;l'ml•nt 

Ph: 970-221-47 14 
EMai l: JOColl'l4@AOL.cum 

Carptnttr Em,rgency Lighting: Featuring a C..mpltt• Line of 
Emergency LigblilcSiialn5. Exit Signs: LE.D, Sdf Lumlnous, 
lncadsen~ aed fluommit.Als., r.rgtocy Balta..is, IPS, UPS, 
Emergmty Lighting Units. Commttcial IDCI Spec. Gndt, L.E.D. 
Exit Rttrolit Kits, and ~ Utt,~ 

f . • t 'Q.! ,.,, 

Call for more information 
and or a free catalog 

CARPE TER EMERGENCY Ltr.HTI G 
702 Charlton Avenue 

Charlottsvillc, VA 22903 
804-977-8050 

Inventory and Calculation of Replacement Costs 
While surveys and modeling comprise an imporLant componenl of space planning, 

SPAM has myriad responsibilities. The data generated through the space inventory 
are also utilized in calculating replacement values for the MU campus. Working with 
the University of Missouri System's Facility Planning and Development Office, SPAM 

generates annually the replace-
ment cost for all buildings and 

structures on campus. In con
junction with the UM system, 

the state has developed a sched
ule of replacement costs by 
square foot for approximately 75 
types of structures, the dollar 

figures of which are adjusted 
each July to reflecL changes in 
the Engineering News Records 
infla tion rate-guide.lines within 
which SPAM works. 

In addition to its use in calcu

lating insurance replacement 
values and premiums, the 

replacement-costs-by-square
foot figure is used each year by 
the university to determine 
maintenance and repair monies 

received. Of consideration in the 
present replacement-costs sys
tem is the classification of 

buildings by singular uses--no building is entirely an office or classroom building, or 
high-tech laboratory A more accurate method under consideration is the use of this 
schedule for calculating the building's actual square footage on the basis of space-use 
categories. 

The amount of runding Campus Facilities now receives for maintenance and re
pair is based on one and one-half percent of the replacement value of its facilities. It 

is therefore essential that an accurate space inventory is maintained. As matters now 

stand, since 1996, MU campus space has increased by over 2 million square feet and 
some $252 million in replacement value. 

Space Planning at MU: A Summary 
In maintaining accurate space information and floor plans, SPAM provides data for 

significant broad-based financial, space planning and Web activities. The space inven
tory data have proven to be credible with federal , state and local governments for 

financial and space-related purposes and, for the last several years, have aided MU in 

recovering additional monies through lndirecl Cost Reimbursements and Medicare/ 
Medicaid. The compULerization of information and maintenance of floor plans and 

space inventory data now allow computer access to floor plans not only by staff, facul
ty, students, and visitors to the MU campus, but to the world at large. Through these 
accomplishments, which culminaLe in the assembly of the space generation model, 
SPAM is not only looking at the short-term data and space needs of the campus, but is 

also setting a pace for the electronic exchange of information and ideas in the areas of 
strategic, space and financial planning thal will make MU a naLional leader in space 
planning and management as education moves into the 21st century .i 
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Imagine that you are the new 

space planner al a college 
that still has most of its facili

ties information stored on 3" x 
5" cards and in the heads of ad

minis trators who have been wi th 
the college for the past several 

decades. Your job is Lo provide 
the new college president with a 

facilities and space management 

planning process as part of an 
effort Lo modernize the college's 

managemem systems and evalu

ate its physical resources. Whal 
would you do? 

That is just one of many case 

study scenarios that facilities 
managers confront during the 
two-day space management work
shop sponsored by the Society for 
College and University Planning. 

Ten Commandments of Space Management 

I. Thou Shalt Not dispute a user's statement
but don't necessarily believe Lhem either. 
Thou Shalt remember thy space inventory, 
and keep it to to date. 

m. Thou Shalt Not leave space unassigned-for 
squatters will immediately lay claim to it. 

IV. 

v. 

VI. 

Vil. 

VIJJ. 

IX. 

X. 

Thou Shalt Not locate everyone in the cen
ter of the campus-with all necessary instruc-
tional space immediately adjacent to each 
person's office, (and adequate parking for 
everyone and their visitors within a half 
block.) 
Thou Shalt respect all space standards
even when cash flow is tight, and people 
approach you with money to spend. 
Thou Shalt Not disregard the need to take 
away space from programs with declining 
staff and enrollments. 
Thou Shalt Not worship all administrators of 
higher rank, nor provide them with over-sized 
offices (and private toilets) . 
Thou Shalt Not substitute the user's knowl
edge of space management for legitimate 
space analysis techniques. 
Thou Shalt Not assign daily space problems 
to a "Space Management Committee." 
Thou Shalt remember that all spaces are not 
created equal. 

The goals of the workshop are LO Source: Clin t Hewitt, University of Minnesota 

provide an introduction to the 

workshop faculty member and 
director of planning for the Mass

achusetts Institute of Technology. 
The workshop provides a 

learning opportunity for the 
novice planner, who often comes 
Lo the job wi th little formal train

ing in the skills necessary Lo 
oversee a campus's space plan. 
"In space planning and facilities 
planning, there's really no place 

to train," says workshop faculty 
member Jack F. Probasco, presi
dent of Comprehensive Facilities 
Planning, Inc. "There are few 

institutions that provide training, 
academic courses, in space plan
ning and management unless 
you're a student in a planning 
office. When I got into the busi

ness, my background was 
management information 

systems. The first two years , I had 

skills and techniques of space planning and management and 

Lo give participants an opportunity to Lest those skills on actual 
cases through the use of case studies. "It's an opportunity to 
utilize skills they acquire and Lo see how they should be think
ing about the application of these tools and techniques in 
planning issues on their own campuses," says 0 . Robert Simha, 

Lo learn everything on my own. Many people are thrown into 
that situation." 

Sharon Morioka is assis tant director for print media at tl1e 
Society for College and University Planning, A1111 Arbor, 
Micl1iga11. 

Simha concurs: "It's essentially on-the-job training. You 

don't Lake a course in space management, which is a combina
tion of planning, operations, and so on. You might take a 
course in each of these areas, but th is workshop is an oppor
tunity to integrate them." He adds that space planning and 

management cuts across the principle planning issues that an 
institu tion faces as it changes or grows. "Planning has to 
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address people, program, space, and dollar issues. It's where 
the rubber hits the road." 

The workshop strives to provide a holistic approach to 
space planning, says workshop faculty member William R. 
Tibbs Jr., architect and founder of Tibbs Associates. "In plan
ning the workshop, we decided to look at four areas-space 
inventory, space utilization, space standards and guidelines, 
and space management. We thought that people in institu
tions had a tendency to know one or two of those areas very 
well, but not all four." 

It is these components that make up the space management 
plan, which workshop faculty member Clinton N. He\vill 
~tresses as a strong tool for the space planner. "I'm a firm be
liever that you must have a plan to achieve objectives over 
time," says Hewitt, associate vice president for master plan
ning and associate professor at the University of Minnesota. 
"Often, we pursue a problem with quick solutions; we don't 
always focus on the long-term impact." In his discussion of a 
space management plan, Hewiu tells workshop participants 
that there must be an organized approach co space planning, 
an approach that determines what space exists (inventory), 
how space is being used (utilization), what space is needed 
(projection), and how to meet space needs (implementation). 
With such an approach, he says, "you can begin to establish 
desired outcomes." It also allows the planner to understand 
the types of resources needed to carry out the plan, and it al
lows others on campus to see what their roles are in the plan. 
"We have to make people more sensitive to the costs associat
ed with poor use of space." Successful implementation of a 
space management plan requires the cooperation and active 
support of the top levels of administration, space users, and 
support units. 

Following Hewiu's presentation on the space management 
plan, Simha leads a discussion of one of the four areas that 
make up the plan: space inventory. He outlines how to inven
tory campus space, the elements of a space inventory system, 
and the recognized categories and terminology that are used 
throughout higher education. 
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Participants then hear from Probasco about space utiliza
tion. This includes how to analyze the use of a room based on 
the concepts learned about space inventory, space 
standards/guidelines, and considerations of enrollment data 
and institutional goals. Probasco says the proper use of space 
on campus can have a tremendous effect on both capital and 
operating costs. For example, if an institution uses its class
rooms on an average of 28 hours per week rather than 24 
hours per week, it could reduce the number of classrooms 
required by 10 percent. 

On the second day of the workshop, all faculty lead a dis
cussion of space guidelines or allowances: how to predict the 
amount of space needed for specific tasks based on criteria 
such as enrollment. Participants learn to discern the differ
ence between space standards and design standards. 

Tibbs then makes a presentation on space management. He 
discusses how to combine the analytical tools learned with 
the human relations and the political reality to create a sys
temic approach to space management. Such an approach 
organizes the right information, keeps it up-to- date, and 
makes it readily available to appropriate end users and deci-
sion makers. 

Space 
Management 

SPACE INVBVTORY·AUtltT Plan 1-

COMPl.fTION 
SPACE ITAMIARIIS· 
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Case studies 
Participants take the information from these presentations 

and apply it to case scudy discussions of real-world situations. 
The case s tudies cover a variety of si tuations, from 
institutional growth conditions to leadership changes to the 
special problems that research universities face. 

"The case studies were designed to provide a spectrum of 
problems so that they cover a variety of institutional 
situations," says Simha, who developed the case studies based 
on real-world problems. "They're designed to give participants 
the opportunity to explore different space planning scenarios at 
different levels at different types of institutions." Participants 
are divided into smaller groups, which allows people to interact 
and share their experiences. "The case studies have a tendency 
not to ask people to do a lot of technical analysis," says Tibbs. 



"They force people into providing support for decisions 
that an institution should make, decisions like enrollment 
planning or master planning." 

The majority of participants have some space manage
ment experience within their institutions. By getting 
together with people from other institutions and trying to 
work out a problem, they learn something about the prob
lem and, more importantly, they learn how some of their 
peers begin to sort out the same kinds of information. 

Challenges Facing Space Planners 
Throughout the workshop, the faculty found that par

ticipants faced the common challenge of how to develop 
and accomplish space management goals with limited re
sources. "Most space management operations are 
undersized in terms of staff and, by implication, budget," 
says Tibbs. "Surprisingly, in a lot of institutions the space 
management function is not an organized function. Some 
institutions don't have full-time people devoted to space 
management." Many institutions don't realize the impor
tance of a space management plan and how it can be used 
to support the institution's mission. Tibbs says that insti
tutions should look at space management as a way to support 
its mission rather than just as a space planning tool. "ln most 
institutions, space decisions are very political," says Tibbs. "In 
some institutions, space is more valuable than money. Differ
ent groups may want space that the institution doesn't have 
and the institution has to spend money to get." 

Hewitt agrees that an institution must establish a plan that 
relates to its mission and stated objectives. And once that plan 
is established, the planner has to convey its importance to 
managers at the institution. "Everyone involved in space 
management issues should have as their prime objective en
suring that informed decisions are made. The ideal 
organization is the one where the space management office 
does not make the decisions but provides the kind of infor
mation decision makers need to make informed decisions." 
He also stresses the development of a culture of space man
agement, in which everyone at the institution thinks about 
how he or she can use space most efficiently and effectively. 

Even those ins titutions that have been fortunate enough to 
receive substantial resources for their physical needs have to 
be careful in managing their space, says Hewitt. "If they're not 
careful, they will spend money, perhaps, not as wisely as they 
should, particularly if they don't invest it where they will get 
the greatest return on their funds. ln order to do that, they 
must have an accurate inventory, a clear analysis of needs, a 
documented record of how their facilities are assigned and 
being used." Therefore, the need for a space management 
plan becomes critical. Hewitt adds that an excellent job of 
space management might result in continued resources even 
in more difficult economic times. 

Another challenge planners face is deciding how to use 
new technologies that are available. "You have to understand 
the technology to link it into the space management 
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function," says Tibbs. But he finds that people fixate on the 
technology rather than focus on its applicability to space 
management. "A real focus on technology is something that 
you should do after you're well grounded in space manage
ment." But once they are well grounded, planners should seek 
out technology that they can query and receive instant infor
mation from in order to make decisions. "Many of the old 
systems are mainframe based and take days to get informa
tion," says Probasco. "l think that just making people aware 
of the resources available is valuable." Getting that data is the 
firs t step. Planners then have to look at financial considera
tions and the utilization of space. Many institutions have 
central control of classrooms and labs and offices, so planners 
need to develop formulas they can use to show the adminis
tration what they're doing and what it costs. "We're really 
talking about giving people the tools to make good 
decisions," says Probasco. 

As the workshop evolves it will cover new ground to appeal 
to planners with different levels of experience. lt is in 
constant development and will be responsive to the needs of 
participants. As many planners know, there will always be 
challenges to meet and to share with other planners. "With 
the problems of finances and new technology and the chal
lenges of changing from a teaching to a learning 
environment," says Probasco, "we need to look ahead." i 

SCUP is offering the next Space Management 
Workshop as part of its 1999 Winter Workshops, to be 
held January 24-26, 1999, in San Diego. For more infor
mation about this workshop and other SCUP programs 
and services, visit www.scup.org. 
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Soft-w-are aFl.d Solutions 

Architectural Graphics Standard Gets Bigger and Better 

Sure its unfair, but 
architects and engineers seem to have 
more days when they feel like the stat
ue than days when they feel like the 
pigeon. That's because, once past the 
creative phases of a project, much of 
what architects do is routi ne such as 
redrawing or customizing architectur
al details. 

Howard Millman operates tl,e Data 
System Services, LLC a vendor
independent consultancy tl,at helps 

universities and university hospitals 
select the best products and practices 
to automate tl1eir facility managemei,t 

processes and transf on11 data into 
knowledge. Reach him at 888-271-
6883 or l1111illman®ibm. 11et. 

by Howard Millman 

Just as software programs like Au
toCAD and its competitors have 
automated and accelerated project 
design, so then the new CD-ROM 
version of John Wiley's and Sons' Ar
chitectural Graphics Standard (AGP) 
eases the task of blueprinting a pro
ject's many architectural details. 

Version 2 of the program contains 
more than 10,000 drawings. More 
than 5,000 are vector graphics en
abling you to export them in .DWG 
and .DWF file format. MicroStation 
users can now choose the new, native 
.DGN file format instead of relying 
on DXE Another new feature, a link 
to First Source online, looks to be a 
significant timesaver and 
convenience. This context-sensitive 
link to FirstSou rce's website, 

24-Hour On-Call 
Emergency 
Engineering 
Assistance 

PE 
If you find yourself in an 
emergency situation, call us. 
We're here and we're ready to 
help. It's another way of 
extending our quality 
engineering services to 
institutions across the country. 

www.stanleygroup.com 

Stanley Consultants 1Nc 
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provides access to more than 9,600 
buiiding product manufacturers and 
11,500 product trade names. Hyper
links allow you to jump directly to a 
manufacturer's website for more in
formation (providing your computer 
or LAN has a modem.) If you're in 
the spec writing phase, the link to 
the Construction Specifications Insti
tute and its SPEC-DATA and 
MANU-SPEC technical specification 
sheets, provides a full selection of 
downloadable data to directly incor
porate into your project documents. 

Leveraging on digital technologies 
strengths, AGS provides a full com
plement ofsearch features including 
searches for topics and titles. A com
prehensive index lists all of the 
information on the voluminous disc. 

Finally, a special interest segment 
lists data related to specific design 
areas, such as ADA and historic 
preservation. 

Despite its depth, AGS offers a 
clean interface and intuitive menu 
structure. AGS has modest hardware 
requirements, will run on an 486 PC 
with Windows 3.1 up to a P-450 with 
Windows NT boxes. Unfortunately, 
Mac users have to continue to use 
the printed version. 

With its timesaving and compre
hensive search menus, encyclopedic 
assortment of vector and raster 
graphics plus online links, AGS 2.0 
just might smooth the ruffled feath
ers of overworked architects and 
engineers. i 

Architectural Graphics Standard 2.0 
CD-ROM 
$395 (upgrade $199) 
John Wiley and Sons 
1-800-225-5945 
http://www.wiley.com/ags 
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The Digital Maintenance Assistant™ Interface 

from TMA gives you the power of an 
electronic work order system 

that fits nicely in the palm of your hand. 

Powtiload work., labor- and Mat~r-ial~ into TMA-'~ C..MMS 
databa~~ fr-oM th~ PalMPilot™ or-~ni.u:-r-

Updat~ all lookup data on th~ PalMPi/ot™ or-~ni.u:-Y- fY-oM within 
T'MA-'~ C..MMS databa~~ 

Powti/oad inv~ntoY-~ Y-u..oY-d~ of ~paC,G, and ~~ipM~nt fY-oM th~ Pa/MPi/ot™ oY-~ni.u:-Y-, 
c .. y~afi"5- n~w Y-u..oY-d~ in TMA-'~ C..MMS clafaba~~ 

TMA is dedicated to taking your facility's maintenance 
operation to a higher level of efficiency with cuttin~ge 
technology. Through exploration, research and ambition 
we strive to develop products for the computerized 
maintenance management industry that fosters 
improved standards for increasing productivity 
and eliminating unnecessary downtime. 

You can understandably see why TMA is 
excited to be offering you the industry's first 
affordable handheld paperless electronic 
work order system that is totally integrated 
into TMA's entire lineup of CMMS software. 

In addition to the Digital Maintenance Assistant™, 
TMA's complete CMMS software line is a wise investment 
featuring simultaneous multi-platforming capabilities 

(Windows 95, Windows NT, Power Macintosh and Windows 
3.x) delivering work order management, preventive 
maintenance, inventory control, equipment histories, 

multiple repair centers, project management and 
hazmat tracking. 

Looking to further streamline operations? 
TMA's additional interfaces will assist you in 
your plans. 
• Utility Tracking 
• Event Scheduling 
• ViewCAD™ 
• E-mail 

• Key Management 
• RS Means 
• Internet/Intranet 

If you would like more information about what TMA can 
do for you, contact TMA Sales toll-free 800.862.1130 or 
visit www.tmasys.com to download a FREE demo. 

01998 TMA Syolems. Inc. Al nghts '9S8Mld All Olhe, producl .,.._ referenced - are 
trademartcs ol their respectrve COfflPEl,nies. 



The Bookshelf 

This final edition of 
The Bookshelf for l998 presents three 
reviews, two covering R.S. Means 
Company publications on estimating 
and one concerning lobbying for fed
eral funding by higher education 
associations . 

As mentioned in this column in the 
past, the Means group holds a pre
eminent position in the construction 
industry for compiling accurate cost 
data of all types. 1 recall that the first 
Robert Snow Means book I used back 
in the late 1950s was very thin 
indeed. The Means publications today 
number in the dozens, and are mar
keted both individually and as texts 
for natiom.vide seminars which award 
continuing professional education 
credits. David Patnaude of Harvard 
Medical School presents his consid
ered opinions regarding the 
often-controversial world of "value 
engineering" in his review of Means' 
lengthy publication on the subject. 
Eric Shawn of the Catlin Gabel School 
reviews an equally complicated sum
mary of costing methods for 
environmental remediation projects. 

The book on the higher education 
lobbying is essentially a study of the 
"Big Six" higher education associa
tions, and I review this work by 
Professor Cook of the University of 
Michigan. This study fills a gap in the 
history of such groups, continuing 

John Casey is manager of the 
er1gi11eeri11g departmerit of tlie 
physical plant division at d1e 
University of Georgia, Atl1e11s, 
Georgia. If you are interested i11 
reviewing a booll for Tlte Boollshelf, 
contact Casey a.t 
jcaseype@uga.cc.uga.edu. 

Boo1l Review Editor: Dr. John M. Casey, P.E. 

where Hugh Hawkins s topped in his 
study of them during the period 1877 
to 1950. -]MC 

*** 
Value Engineering: Practical Applica
tions, by Alphonse Dell' lsola, P.E. , 
Kingston, Massachusetts: R.S. Means 
Company, Inc., 1997. 427pp., hard
cover, software included. 

Like many others in fa
cili ties management, I came to it by 
way of construction project manage
ment. That is where I got my 
introduction to value engineering. 
My understanding then, as it is now, 
was that the customer's needs dictated 
how one "value engineered" a project 
and brought it within budget. During 
this customer-driven process, we 
often sacrifice the quali ty of the "hid
den" mechanical, electrical, and 
plumbing systems while being sure to 

include the finishes and many other 
visual and architectural extras the cus
tomer wants. What I have come to 
conclude after being both a construc
tion project manager and one who 
inherits completed projects (a facili
ties manager) is that the customer's 
ultimate goals are frequently incom
patible with those of long-term 
maintenance and operation of the 
space. A common saying amongst 
those of us in maintenance and opera
tions is that there might not be 
enough money to install the correct 
mechanical system the fi rst time, but 
there always seems to be enough 
money to fix it! 

In Value Engineering: Practical Ap
plications you will find a very detailed 
financial and engineering economic 
analysis of value engineering, perhaps 
too detailed. This book was written 
for the engineering economist that is 

part, or the leader, of a specialized 
team within an architectural and engi
neering firm which wants to start the 
practice of value engineering consult
ing. In short, this book has some very 
good information regarding the finan
cial analysis of project alternatives 
that finance folks will Oip over. Much 
of this is very similar to a typical col
lege course in engineering economics. 
There are examples for comparisons 
based on present worth and annual
ized costs, there is a section dedicated 
to the forming of the value engineer
ing team, there is an entire chapter 
about creativity and interpersonal 
skills. This book would make a good 
text for a course in value engineering; 
it's full of examples, specialized jar
gon, and acronyms. Replete with 
bundled software. 

As a facil ities manager I would pre
fer to see the book more focused on 
life cycle costing. The book defines 
life cycle costing as "the process of 
making an economic assessment of an 
item, area, systems, or facility by con
sidering significant costs of ownership 
over an economic life, expressed in 
terms of equivalent costs." The au
thor mentions that maintenance and 
operational costs should be consid
ered. Being on the receiving end of 
many newly compleled projects that 
have been value engineered I would 
have greatly appreciated seeing more 
information on how a value engineer
ing team integrates maintenance and 
operations personnel. 

At the end of chapter eight, the au
thor indicates that maintenance and 
operations is an area of "least penetra
tion" when it comes to value 
engineering. He very accurately states 
that tl1e difficulty lies within the typi
cal process for budgeting wi th capital 
projects being separated from day-to-
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day maintenance and operations. He 
concludes that value engineering 
should be integrated into operations. 
Unfortunately, that is where the au
thor leaves this topic. lt left me 
searching and yearning for more. 

Looking from the facilities 
perspective I would have preferred 
that more effort be put on the life 
cycle costing aspect of value 
engineering. It is my experience that 
typical value engineering has liule 
concern for the long term care, main
tenance and operations of a building. 
Firs t, or installed, cost is the engine 
that most commonly drives the ma
chine of value engineering. I agree 
with the author that value engineer
ing teams need to work on the 
integration of maintenance and 
operations personnel. 

From the perspective of your aver
age facilities manager this book has 
too much specialized economic jargon 
and is truly written for the engineer
ing economist or financial manager of 
an A&E firm. I would have preferred 
to see this book focus much more on 
how building owners and operators 
could manage engineers and 
architects to keep the long term costs 
of operations and maintenance down 
through the installation of value en
hanced mechanical, plumbing, and 
electrical systems. From the perspec
tive of continued operations, that is 
true value engineering. 

David E. Patnaude 
Manager of FMO-Longwood 

Campus Area 
Harvard University Medical School 
Boston, Massachusetts 

*** 
Environmental Remediation Estimat
ing Methods, by Richard R. Rast. 
Kingston , Massachusetts: R.S. Means 
Company, Inc., 1997. 594 pp., hard
cover. 

Facilities officers 
at K-16 (K-12, community colleges, 
colleges, and universities) facilities 
throughout the world are faced with 

the management and disposal of haz
ardous waste. Every effort to simplify 
the estimating process and clarify re
mediation options is welcome. 
Although this reference is more so
phisticated than most facilities officers 
need , it is no replacement for experi
enced engineering; however, iL does 
provide a solid presentation of the 
range of alternatives. 

Environmental Remediation Estimat
ing Methods claims to be different 
from specialized texts. Its purpose is 
to make cost information available at 
the early stages of planning and de
sign, to provide information for 
engineers to develop accurate cost 
estimates for remediation projects, 
and to provide a comprehensive refer
ence that can be used by site owners, 
environmental consultants, and inter
ested parties. 

The book is well organized and 
contains a valuable glossary of terms. 
Part one provides general information 
for the common types of remedial ac
tion technologies in use in the U.S. 
today. Part one covers regulations, 
overview of the remediation process, 
and special conditions that affect 
costs. Part two describes specific ap
proaches to estimating for fifty 
remediation technologies. Technical 
information has been gathered from a 
variety of sources, including govern
ment publications , manufacturers' 
literature, and remediation contrac
tors. The cost estimating information 
and the cost estimating process have 
been tested on hundreds of projects 
throughout the United States. Part 
three describes a variety of estimating 
methods for contractors' general con
ditions, overhead, and profit. 

Environmental Remediation Estimat
ing Methods is a well-organized 
reference work and accomplishes its 
purpose of providing estimating guid
ance. Although the book is not 
essential to the general facilities man
ager, it covers remediation processes 
(e.g. dmm removal, underground 
storage tanks, transportation, and 
landfill disposal) that touch even 

small facilities. It is a useful reference 
and presents the range of remediation 
alternatives in a clear readable form. 
The book is not at the top of my pro
fessional reading list, but I count it 
among the top twenty-five on my ref
erence shelf. 

Dr. Eric Shawn 
Plant Manager 
The Catlin Gabel School 
Portland, Oregon 

*** 
Lobbying for Higher Education: How 
Colleges and Universities Influence 
Federal Policy, by Constance Ewing 
Cook. ashville, Tennessee: Vander
bilt University Press, 1998. 248 pp., 
hardcover. 

If you are living in the 
United States and you read Lobbying 
for Higher Education, you will proba
bly understand why your college 
president spends time in Washington , 
D.C. The capital is the home of count
less associations which represent 
various interest groups in the acade
my, and the author reviews the role of 
presidential higher education associa
tions, known as the "Big Six," in the 
pursuit of favorable legislation and 
funding from Congress. Chances are 
pretty good that your president is 
checking in with one or more of these 
associations when his airline ticket 
lists Dulles or National airport as the 
destination. 

APPA members should remember 
that our association has been active 
since 1914, and has been very effec
tive in representing the facilities 
management position in critical high
er education issues. In the past 
decade, APPA has emerged as the pre
eminent group which has attempted 
to place itself on the cutting edge of 
such issues, has an active and expand
ing publication record, and sponsors a 
variety of na tional and regional semi
nars and institutes to promote 
professional development among its 
members. Our group has spent con
siderable effort reminding other 



administrators in Lhe academy Lhal 
the operation of campus facilities is a 
highly complicated and essential 
function of each institution, and that 
funding for facilities represen ts about 
ten percent of each school's expenses. 
Thus, APPA is a legi timate association 
in the galaxy of higher education as
sociations, and its members should be 
concerned with Lhe efforts of Lhe 
academy i.n an important issue like 
lobbying at the federal level. Since 
APPA is older than all but lWO or the 
"Big Six" associations and is, accord
ing lo my research, a very productive 
association when compared to profes
sional association benchmarks 
established by the American Society 
of Association Executives, our seniori
ty alone allows us Lo cast a critical eye 
on all o ther postsecondary education 
associations. 

Federal involvement in higher edu
cation is an interesting topic, if only 
for the fact thal the United Stales 
Cons titution never mentions the term 
"education." Over the past two cen
turies, however, federal programs 
have been d irected to the members o[ 

Lhe academy, based on a very liberal 
in terpretation of Lhe general welfare 
clause in the Bill of Rights. Public 
higher education always has been 
funded primarily from the stale level; 
federal funding has exceeded state 
and local fundin g only in four report
ing years (1944, 1948, 1950, and 
1966). The author's review of federal 
involvement, then, fills in only one 
patch, albeit a very large one, in Lhe 
higher education funding quilt. 

Professor Cook provides an excel
lent summary of Lhe history of higher 
education associations, and then con
centrates on the "Big Six" groups 
which represent presidents and olher 
higher education associations. The 
oldest of the six is NASULGC, the 
National Association of State Univer
sity and Land-Grant Colleges, which 
was originally founded in 1877. The 
AAU group, the Association of Ameri
can Universities, was founded in 1900 
as an exclusive club of fourteen insti
tutions. The other four presidential 

associations are NAICU. the National 
Association of Independent Colleges 
and Universi ties (1915); ACE, the 

American Counci.l on Education 
(] 918); AACC, Lhe American Associa
tion of Community Colleges (1920), 
and AASCU, Lhe American Associa
tion of State Colleges and Universities 
(1961). The role of ACE is featured 
Lhroughout Lhe book since that associ

ation acts as the umbrella group for 
the other "Big Six" members and co
ordinates all lobbying activities al the 
Federal level. APPA has been an active 
member of ACE since the 1930s, 
when membership costs were very 
reasonable (APPAs fi nancial statement 
in 1939 listed a ten dollar payment for 

yearly dues lo ACE). 
The book is logically developed, 

and casts two events as Lhe critical 
limes for the executive-based associa
tions al the federal level. The firs t 
crisis, dubbed a debacle by the author, 
occurred in 1972, when direct student 
grants replaced some institutional 
grants. Al this time, Pell grants, 
named after the principle sponsor of 
Lhe enabling legislation Senator Clai
borne Pell or Rhode Island, were 
offered to individual students, rather 
than the former practice or granting 
lump sums of federal money to higher 
education institutions. Politically, of 
course, Congress was recognizing that 
direct loans lo individuals, who vote, 
was much more practical than direct 
grants to institutions who did no t 
vote. Congress was also reacting lo 
Lhe complacent attitude of Lhe higher 
education lobby, which was "out to 
lunch" while the committees were 
discussing Lhe ram ifications of Lhe 
proposed changes. 

The second crisis was precipitated 
by Lhe arrival of the Republican-con
trolled 104Lh Congress in 1994, 
because this body requested that the 
higher education community validate 
Lheir requests for funding. The lobby
ing community for the academy 
attempted to minimize Lhe potential 
damage which could have resulted 
from this sudden assault on Lhe feder
al funding for higher education 

institutions. In both cases, the lobby
is ts for the executive groups were 

subjected to stress tests; Lhese people 
fa iled lhe former, but passed Lhe latter, 
according to Professor Cook. 
Throughout this period, of course, 
individual institutions continued to 
pursue time-honored "Academic Ear
marking," the practice of requesting 
specific gran ts for institutions based 
on the political ability of local federal 
representatives to steer money to their 
favorite institutions. The aulhor con
cludes by suggesting Lhat members of 

the academy, Lh rough Lhese Big Six 
associations which are presidentially
based, have been able to adapt to 
federal pressures and have become 

effective as lobbyists in the highly
charged world or Washington politics. 
All this has occurred, Cook claims, in 
spite of the fact that typical academics 
deplore the thought of begging for 
money, even though the academy has 

a long history or being a Blanche 
DuBois, often relying on Lhe kindness 
of s trangers for its existence. 

As a fan of higher education history, 
I like this book and recommend it for 
APPA members. Further, I would sug

gest Lhal facilities managers first read 
the book, and then present it to their 
president along wilh the understand

ing Lhat APPA members appreciate the 
problems associated wi th funding at 
the federal level. On a negative note, 
references in Lhe book to Lhe 1972 
debacle cast that event in terms o r the 
presidential associations; while this 
may have been a cataclysmic failure 

for Lhose groups, some would argue 
that it was a most successful event for 
Lhe academy as a whole. Finally, Lhe 
subtitle of Lhe book is "How Colleges 
and Universities lnOuence Federal 
Policy." Based on Lhe information pre
sented by Professor Cook, the 
opposite could be a more appropriate 
description. 

Dr.J ohn M. Casey P.E. 
Manager, Engineering Department 
Physical Plant Division 
University of Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 
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For mo re in formation on APPA 
seminars and programs, con
t.act the APPA Education 

Department at 703-684-1446, ext. 
230 or ext. 231. 
Jan. 17-22, 1999-Institute for Facili

ties Management. Reno, V. 
Feb. 7-13, 1999-Professional Shills 

Program. College Park, MD. 
Mar. 14-19, 1999-lndividual Effec

tiveness Shills. St.anford , CA. 
Apr. 11-16, 1999--0rgani.zational 

Sliills. Notre Dame, IN. 
June 20-22 , 1999 - Educational Con

f enmce & 86th Annual. Meeting 
Cincinnati, OH. 

July 16-18, 2000-Educational Con
f erence & 87th Annual. Meeting 
Fort Worth, TX. 

Other Events 
Jan. 11-13- Fundamentals of Indus

trial Hygiene. Salt Lake Ci ty, UT. 
Contact the University of Utah, 
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Jan. 24-26-SCUP Space Manage
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Contact SCUP at www.scup.org. 
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Feb. 16-19-2nd Conference f or 
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Feb. 16-19-Tlte A dvanced RCRA 
Institute. Salt Lake City, UT. Con
t.act Government Institutes, 301-
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Mar. 15-17- Ox Control Xll. 
Durham, NC. Cont.act the Council 
of Industrial Boiler Owners, 703-
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Apr. 7-8-GlobalCon '99. Denver, 
CO. Cont.act the Association o f 
Energy Engineers, 770-447-5083. 

Apr. 11-16-1999 IEEFJPES: Trans
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ence and Exposition. New Orleans, 
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tion, 504-576-2400 

Apr. 21-22-Winning at Deregula
tion: Meas urement & Verification 
for Load Profiling. Atlantic City, NJ. 
Contact Lhe Association of Energy 
Engineers, 770-447-5083. 

May 4-5-FEDFacilities '99. Wash
ington, DC. Co ntact FEMP, 800-
731-6106. 

May 17-18--0perations & Mainte
nance Management. Chicago, IL. 
Contact Amy Tilton or Nicole Ray 
al FEMP, 509-372-4368 

June 12-15-901'1 Annual IDEA Con
f erence & Trade Show. Boston, MA 
Contact IDEA, 202-429-5111. 

June 17-88-West Coast Energy Man
agement Congress '99. Anaheim, 
CA. Cont.act the Association of 
Energy Engineers, 770-447-5083. 

July 17-18-Life Cycle Costing. 
Rockville, MD. Cont.act Amy Tilton 
or Nicole Ray at FEMP, 509-372-
4520 
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Ori Therm® 
Underground Pipe Insulation / Corrosion Protection 

PROTECTING AMERICA'S PIPES 

YESTERDAY TODAY TOMORROW 

• Continuously Manufactured Using Same Formula Since 1967 
• Closed Cell - 100% Hydrophobic Design 
• Temperature Range: -273°F (Cryogenic) to +480°F (250°C) 
• Ideal for New Piping Systems/ Repairs / Tanks 
• Approved by Department of Defense for New Construction 

DR/THERM INCORPORATED 
P.O. Box 5296 

Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 
(800)343-4188 FAX (973)428-3391 



THE FAMIS ASSET 

ENTERPRISE 

Maintenance Management 

Space Management 

Calibration Management 

Inventory Control 

Tool Control 

Key Control 

Event Management 

AutoCAD Interface 

Web Site 

TR.\DF • .IIARliS: 
ORACLE or Ol'2Cle Corpor:ation. 
FM11S or Prism Computer Corporation 
8.A.\'\'F.R 15 2 registered lr1demm o( 
Si~em & Computer Technology 
Corporalion. 

What Do You Want 
In A Facility 

Management 
System? 

How about everything? 
You could buy a maintenance management system from 

vendor X and a space management system from vendor Y and try 
to force the two to talk to each other. Or you can take a look at 
Prism Computer Corporation. 

P1ism's FAMIS Asset Enterprise is a suite of integrated software 
modules for managing facilities. Since each module is designed 
to work together, you can easily create the ideal facility 
management solution for your organization. 

And with our advanced technology, you can also easily expand 
the FAMIS Asset Enterprise to people outside of yow- organization 
to create a trne enterprise-wide system. For example, you can 
electronically communicate with your customers using the World 
Wide Web. You can also integrate it with Oracle Financials, SCT 
BANNER and just about any other financial system using our 
FAMIS Open Financial Interface. 

The FAMIS Asset Enterprise is based on pure Oracle 
technology and supports Windows, Windows95/NT, Macintosh 
and Power Macintosh. 

To find out a better way to manage your facilities, call us today 
at 800-774-7622 or visit our web site at www.p1ismcc.com. 

PRISM 

PRISM COMPUTER CORPORATION 
TELEPHONE 800 -774-7622 I FAX 714-553-6559 

E-MAIL: famis@prismcc.com http://www.prismcc.com 


